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Young Wild · West ·and the Death Stream
0R, ARIETTA'S AWFUL ALTERNATIVE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Old House on the Trail.
It was near the close of a bright October day a
few years ago, when Young Wild West and his
friends might have been seen riding along a
wagon trail in Southern Utah. In their picturesque riding and hunting suits, the rays of the
declining sun shining upon them, with the jagged
cliffs behind ihem tor a background, they certainly made what might be caded a very striking appearance. Young Wild West, mounted
upon his splendid i::onel stallion Spitfire, rode at
the head of the little column, with Arietta Murdock, his charming golden-haired sweetheart, at
his side. Close behind them came Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout, and his wife Anna.
Following them at a short distance were Jim
Dart, a boy about our hero's own age, and his
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner. . Bringing up the
rear were two Chinamen in their employ, who
bore the names of Hop Wah, and acted in the capacity of handy man and cook. The Chinamen
were leading pack-horses that were loaded with
the camping outfit of the party.
"Well," observed the dashing young deadshot,
as he brushed back his long chestnut hair and
took a look at what lay before them, "I .reckon
we will soon have to be thinking of a place to
camp for the night. I had hopes of reaching the
bank of the Colorado River before dark, but it
seems that it is nowhere in sight yet. However,
the ground is so rocky and uneven in these parts
that it is possible that we are nearer to it than
we expect, but are unable to see it."
"I reckon we've got enough water with us ter
make out. for to-night, anyhow, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie answered. "I think when we git around
that high bluff ahead there, we'll see somethin'
that will look like a good place ter camp in. I
ain't never been over this trail afore, but by ther
looks of it it's used quite a little. It sartinly must
lead somewhere, that's sure."
"Charlie, there are mining camps springing up
everywhere in these parts," the young deadshot
retorted with a nod. "There are settlements and
ranches, too, to be found almost everywhere we
.... go. We may be close to one of them, for all we
know."
"I don't think there's any use in ridin' after
it gits six o'clock, Wild," the scout declared, "unless we happen ter see a ranch or minin' camp.
As I jest said, we've got enough water for ouraelves an' their horses, an' we sartinly have got

plenty ter eat. We struck plenty of game yisterday an' ther day afore, so we won't go short on
that."
Cheyenne Charlie, who was a tall man of dark
complexion and wore a wealth of black hair hanging over his shoulders, as well as a mustache of
the same hue, was easily ten years the senior of
the two beys. Yet he took great pride in calling
Young Wild West his leader. Wild, as he ,yas
.called, had been born to be a leader, while Cheyenne Charlie was merely a good follower. Jim
Dart was as true as steel and scarcely knew the
meaning of fear. Like the scout, he could shoot
WElll and was always ready to fight when the occasion demanded it. He, too, took great pride in being called one of Young Wild West's partners.
Jim must have felt that it was time he said something, for nodding to the dashing young leader
of the party, he observed:
"I think Charlie is about right in what he says,
Wild. There is no use in waiting until it gets
dark befo1·e we look for a place to camp."
"All right, Jim," was the reply. "We will keep
on until we get around that bend ahead, and then
we will see how things look."
Arietta and Eloise, who were young girls in
their teens, did not seem to be at all anxious as
to what the outcome would be. It was the same
with the wife of the scout, for she had learned
to be satisfied with anything her husband said
or did. It was through her that it became possible for Arietta and Eloise to travel with Young
Wild West and his partners throughout the West
in search of exciting scenes and adventure. When
she married Cheyenne Char1ie she declared that
she did not mean to be left at home while he was
Of the
roving around and running into danger.
three girls-for girls our hero and his partners
always called them-Arietta was the only one
who had been born and reared in the West. It is
hardly necessary to state that she could handle a
rifle or revolver or ride a bucking broncho as well
as the average man in that part of the country.
Added to these accomplishments , if such they
.could be called, she was very cool in times of danger, and never lost her head, as the average girl
would surely do under trying circumstanres. Her
young lover was noted for his coolness and wonderful tact, and probably she had acquired something of these qualifications by study him closely.
The bend near the high point of rocky ground
ahead was not more than a mile distant, as they
were talkin~ of it, and riding along at an easy
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jog, they sooJ1 came to it. By this time the sun
was down even with the distant mountain range,
and in a short time it would disappear and thus
end another day. As he led the way up a little
slope, Young Wild West gave a nod of satisfaction, and waving his hand to his companions,
called out:
"TheTe is a ranch right ahead of us, though I
sec nothing but the house and a few tumble-down
buildings near it. It looks as though it is -not inhabited. I reckon we will ride on and see what is
to be found there."
Arietta quickly rode up to his side and saw a
long building of a stol'y and a half situated close
to the tl'ail dl1 the left. She took a quick look at
the surroundings, and seeing that the little yard
near it was overgrown with rank weeds and
shi·ubbery, the girl at once concluded that no one
resided there. The building was in a fairly good
state of preservation, but the larger of the barns
had tumbled down, and the rest of the buildings,
as Wild had just said, were rather dilapidated.
The house lay not more than three hundred yards
ahead of them, and when all hands saw it they
became interested and pushed forward at a faster
gait.
"Whoa, Spitfire!" Young Wild West called out,
as he reined in his sorrel stallion a minute or two
later before the building.
It was just then that the strains of a violin
came to his ears, and with a surprised look on
his face he turned to his companions, who were
just coming to a halt.
·
"Do you hear that?" he asked, in a low tone of
voice, at the same ·time holding up his hands for
them to keep. silent.
"Somebody is playin' a fiddle in ther house, I
reckon " Cheyenne Charlie remarked. "That's
mighty funny. Ther door is shut, an' ther windows is all knocked out. I didn't think anybody
was livin' there."
As they listened the music grew louder, and
soon they recognized a lively old-fashioned air.
"Well, boys," the young deadshot said, nodding
to his two partners, "I reckon we may as well find
out who is playing that violin. "Here goes."
He quickly swung himself from the saddle and
started boldly to the door of the house. A quick,
sharp knock caused the music to cease instantly.
Then footsteps were heard upon the bare floor inside, and the next minute the door was opened.
Before them stood a middle-aged man whose hair
had once been of a reddish tinge, but was now
streaked with gray. There was a short, bristly
beard on his face, and his small, blue eyes
twinkled with surprise as he looked at the travelers.
"Sorry to disturb you, stranger," said Wild, ~n
his cool and easy way. "But when we saw tins
house we thought we might as well stop. It
struck us that we might be accommodated here
for the night. But I reckon you live alone here,
by the looks of things around."
"I don't live here at all, boy," was the reply,
and the man shook his head in a peculiar way. "I
jest dropped in here about half an hour ago. I
knocked on ther door, an' when _nobody answered
me I tried it an' found it would open. Then I
walks in an' goes through ther house. I didn't
find no one here, but I did see a few things in
ther way of furniture an' sich like. After a

while I opened a closet an' found this here fiddle
hangin' up. It was all strung up ready to play,
an' .ther bow was there, too, so as I'm somewhat
of a fiddler an' like music a whole lot, I reckoned
I had better tune up an' try her. Sh~ ain't a bad
instrument, I will say that."
As he spoke he held the violin up so all might
see it, at the same time bestowing a pleased look
upon it. Our friends regarded him as an eccentric character 1·ight away. But they were in the
habit of meeting all sorts of people in their travels, so they were not a great deal surprised at
anything.
"Where is your horse?" our hero asked, after
a pause.
"Tied around by ther back of ther house. I'm
waitin' till he cools off a little afore I give him a
drink from ther well."
"You mean to stay here over night, I suppose?"
"No, I reckon not," and a doubtful expression
at once came over the man's face. "This is ther
kind of a house what makes a feller thin·k of
ghosts an' goblins. Jest after I started ter play
· I thought I heard a groan from ther room next
to me. It kinder startled me a little, so I struck
up a little more lively tune. I ain't looked in
there yet, though I did go through every room in
ther blamed house when I first come here. I'm
mighty glad you folks come. S'pose yer come in
an' look through ther place with me."
The man appeared to be very frank, though
Young Wild West thought it possible that he
might be trying to deceive them and lead them
into a trap. At the time of which we write, outlaws and secret bands of villains were scattered
all over that portion of the country, and there
was no telling just when a traveler might fall
into a trap.
"So you've got an idea that the house may be
haunted, have you, stranger?"
"Well, it sorter struck me that way. I ain't
never been much of a believer in ghosts, but I
sartinly did hear a groan."
At that very moment he gave a sudden start
and stepped outside, at the same time holding up
his hand. Sure enough, a groan sounded from
somewhere within the house. It was surely made
by a man, too, as the keen ears of Young Wild
West could tell.
"Well, stranger," in a low voice, "you surely
are not the only inmate of this house. There is
some one inside there."
"It seems mighty strange, though," the man replied, shaking his head nervously. "I'm sa r tin I
went through every room in ther house. There
wasn't anything in ther way of a human bein' to
be found 1 an' ther dust an' cobwebs is thick."
"You Just step out here. I reckon I will go and
see what that groan means."
A nod to Cheyenne Charlie, and the scout at
once took the fiddler by the arm and pulled him
toward the horses they had dismounted from.
Then Young Wild West drew his revolver and
boldly entered the house. He had located the direction the sound came from, and as he stepped
into the broad hall that ran through the center
of the building, he approached a door at the right
_a nd quickly flung it open. This was the room the
groan seemed to have come from. But there was
no one there. Not a little mystified, our hero
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walked around the room and then turned to leave
it. Then again the groan sounded, this time
seeming to come from under the floor.
"Ah!" exclaimed the boy. "There must be a
cellar under the house. There is some one' there,
..J.lut whether that groan came from a person in
distress or was simply made to get me in a trap,
I can't say. But I am going to find oµt who uttered it just the same."
He shot a glance over the floor, and it was not
long befo1·e he noticed a strip of old-fashioned rag
carpet lying diagonally across the room. The boy
stepped forward and quickly flung this aside.
Then it was that he gave a nod of satisfaction,
for a ti·ap door was disclosed. But instead of
taking this by the hook that was attached to it,
he turned and walked softly to the front door.
"Come here, Charlie," he said, in a low tone of
voice. "Let Jim take care of that fellow for a
few minutes. I want you."
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout quickly
turned the fiddler over to Jim.
But it seemed that it was hardly necessary to
detain him, as he appeared quite willing to remain outside l"_ith him.
"Did yer fim;l anything?" he asked, anxiously.
"Not ·yet,'• Wild answered, "but I will in a very
short time, you can bet."
Through the hall and into the room at the fight
the young deadshot led the scout. Without saying a word he pointed to the trap door. Charlie
gave a nod, at the same time holding his ~·evolver
ready for anything that might happen. Wild
knelt, and takirig the trap door by the hook, pulled
it upward. At the same moment a feeble cry
sounded from below.
"Who is there?" the . boy calle!i out, as he
leaned over and looked into the darkness beneath
him.
"Help me!" came th, faint cry. "I am badly
hurt and can't get out of here."
"Run and get a lantern, Charlie," our hero said,
just as coolly as though there was nothing out of
the ordinary taking place.
"Right yer are, Wild," and out went the scout
to obey.
He came back quickly with a lantern, which he
had lighted, and handing it to the boy, he waited,
with drawn revolver. Wild reached down with
the lantern and saw the bottom of the cellar,
which was about eight feet below him. Lying
upon the ground was the form of a man, who was
evidently in great distress. After swinging the
lantern about and making sure that there was no
one else in the eellar, the young deadshot handed
it to Charlie, and without hesitation dropped
down. The scout then passed the lantern to him,
and he was not long in discovering that the form
was that of a young man, who had his hands tied
behind him and a wound upon his forehead. The
boy was as strong as a young lion, and he quickly
drew his knife and severed the rope that held the
man's wrists together, and then assisted him to
hls feet.
"Nerve yourself, stranger!" he said. "I reckon
you will be all right in .a little while. We are
going to get you out of here. Ju.st reach up so
my partner can get hold of your hands."
The young man, who was in no little pain, gave
a nod and started to thank him for coming to his
aid.
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"Keep up your nerve, stranger," the boy advised, and then seizing him about the body, he
lifted him upward.
Charlie reached down and caught the wounded
man by the hands and quickly drew him out and
Jet him drop gently to the floor.
"Now then, Charlie, help me up," came from
below.
The scout reached down, and the next minute
Young W.ild West came up. The first thing the
boy did was to shut the frap door. Then he assisted the scout to carry the young mart outside
into the open air.
"Good gracious!" exclaimed the fiddler, as his
eyes rested upon the pallid features of the stranger Wild and Charlie had rescued from the cellar.
It's that young feller they said was a detective
what stayed at ther Old Crow Inn ther night afore
last. How in thunder did he git here, I wonder?"
"Charlie, just see how badly this fellow is hurt,''
our hero remal'lrnd, not paying any attention to
.
what the fiddler said.
The scout, who was a sort of surgeon in his
way, quickly made an examination and declared
that beyond a bad cut on the forehead, and a bad
shake-up, the stranger was all right. The fiddler
offered to go to the back of the house and get
some water, so Jim Dart accompanied him and a
pailful was quickly brought around. In a little
while Charlie had washed and dressed the wound,
and then the young man seemed to feel a great
deal better.
"This man is right," he said, feebly, as he nodded to the eccentric character with the violin.
"I'm a detective; my name is Victor Dawson.
Those I were tracking got the best of me and
threw me into the cellar of this house and went
away, leaving me for dead. I am very thankful to
you for saving me. I am sure I could not have
lived moi·e than two hours longer if left in that
foul smelling place."
"I reckon you're putty nigh right on that,"
Cheyenne Charlie answered. "But who is this
fiddler feller, anyhow?"
"I have reason to believe that he is one of the
gang I am after."
At this the eccentric man made a sudden leap
and reached the door of the house before he could
be intercepted.
"Catch that fellow, Charlie,'' Wild called out,
But the scout hardly needed to be told to do
this. He had been the nearest to the doorway at
the time, and uttering a whoop, he ran in, brandishing his revolver. Charlie heard the door of
th,e room they had taken the wounded young ml',n
frbm slam, and then he knew the fiddler had gone
there. He pulled it open in a jiffy .and was just
in time to see the trap door fall.
"He's gone down ther cellar, Wild!" he shouted.
"I reckon he can't git a\vay now."
Wild and Jim quickly entered the house. The
young deadshot held the lantern down the opening and looked for the man with the fiddle. But
he was not there. In some mysterious manner
he had disappeared.
CHAPTER II.-How the Man Disappeared From
the Cellar.
There was nothing in the cellar that the man
would be able to conceal himself behind, and ar
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Young Wild West took a good look and became
satisfied that he was not there, he was much surprised.
"Well, boys," he said coolly, as he pulled up the
lantern and nodded to his partners, "it may be
that there is a hole or some other place that he
might hide in down there that we can't see from
here. But if that is the case, we need not be in
any particular hurry about getting him out. I
reckon it will ,b e a good idea to ask a few questions of the young man who calls himself a detective. Charlie, you stay right here and keep a
watch till I come back. Come on, Jim."
Dart followed the young deadshot from the
house.
"Have you got him, Wild?" Arietta asked anxiously.
"No, he is in the cellar, Et," was the reply.
"He went down there, did he?" asked Victor
Dawson, who now seemed to be much better, since
Hop Wah had given him a few swallows of liquor
during the interval our hero and his partners
were inside. •
"Yes, that's where he went. Charlie was just
in time to see the door drop into place as he entered the room ."
"He will soon want to get out of there, I am
sure, for the air is so foul in that cellar that it is
enough to stifle you."
"How long were you in the cellarf" Wild asked.
"I don't know." ·
"You were unconscious when you were dropped
·
in, then?"
"Yes. I was caught by three masked men and
taken into a cave where there were several
more who also wore masks. This was within a
mile of the little mining camp that is called
Straight Flush. But if the Chinaman would give
me another swallow . of that liquor I will be in .
better condition to tell you my story."
"Come here, Hop,'.' said Wild, nodding to the
grinning Celestial, who stood close by. "It seems
you always have whisky about you, and I suppose it comes in pretty handy on this occasion."
"Lat light, Misler Wild. Me allee samee likee
tanglefoot, so me keepee lillee bit on hand, so
me."
Hop stepped forward and quickly handed the
wounded man a small flask, after removing the
cork. Dawson took a single swaHow, and then
declared that he felt almost as good as ever.
He arose to his feet · with Jim's assistance, and
took a seat on the porch, leaning against one
of the supports to the roof overhead.
"Now then," said he, looking at our hero, "I
don't know who you are, but I think I can guess~
You are Young Wild West, are you not?"
"That's right, M:r. Dawson."
"I thought so. You see, I heave heard considerable about yon. I only wish l• had met
yon before I was caught by ,the bandits."
"So they are bandits, then?"
"Yes, and I have been on their trail all the
way from Ogden."
"A mighty long trail, that, my friend."
"I know it. Ent I have stuck to it, for I had
a clew of them and one of them I could tell
wherever I met him. I met him several times,
but each time he escaped me. The night before
last I came face to face with him in the tavern
at the mining camp, which must be very close

by. The fello~ has a scar on his left cheek that
is in the shape of the letter X, and the moment
he found I recognized him he sprang through a
window and got away. I followed him, of course,
and after chasing him for nearly a mile I was
set upon by the three masked men I spoke of.._
before. I was seized and overpowered, and then ,
dragged into a big cave. It was there that I
was hit up·on the head with the butt of a revolver, and when I came to consciousness I found
myself in the cellar of this house, though I was
some time in figuring out that it was a cellar.
I lay there half stunned and helpless, for I know
not how long, until suddenly I heard the sounds
of music overhead. I tried to cry out then, but
was unable to do so, for my throat was so parched and I felt so weak that I could not."
"I understand. The man with the fiddle told
us he heard a groan. He tried to make it appear as though he thought the house was haunted. Wheh I came in to investigate I heard you
groan again, and it was not long before I located
you in the cellar,"
As Wild said this the detective looked at him
·
,gratefully.
"I can't tell you how glad I am, Some time
I may be able to repay you for what you have -"done for me," he declared.
"N~ver mind about that, Mr. Dawson. Go
ahead with your story. I am very much interested in. it."
'.'Well, I have told you all of it, I think. You
found me and here I am."
"But you might as well state why it was that
you trailed the man with the scar on his face
so far."
"Oh, well, I shall certainly tell you that, Young
Wild West. I am in the employ of the Wells
Fargo Company. A box containing seventeen
thousand dollars in gold was stolen in a mysterious way from their office at Ogden. This
was three months ago. I was employed at the
office in the capacity of a clerk, and it happened
that I overheard a conversation right after the
robbery took place that made me suspicious of
the man who had the scar I have spoken of on
his face. I told tpis to the manager and officials
of the city, and a search was at once instituted
I got permission from my superintendent to join
in the search, and as I had always longed to be·
a detective, I decided to follow the man and
track him down, not only to obtain the reward
that was offered, but for the ,glory there was
in it. Well, to make a long story ·short, I discovered the man the night following the rnbbery in the company of three others who surely
looked to the villains. I managed to overhear
them talking about starting for the southern
part of the state to establish a band of road
agents to hold up travelers and live as outlaws
generally. Then I notified the superintendent
that I would be gone some little time, and that
when I came back I would have the robbers for
him. I don't know whether he took much stock
in wl1at I said or not, but he told me if I did that
I should be well rewarded, and that iny pay
would go on no matter how long I remained away '
from the office. That is about all there is to
it, Young Wild West."
"I see," and the youn,g cteadshot smiled. "Y 6u
were not a professional detective, then?"
"Oh. no."
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"I knew that right at the start.

When I heard

the fiddler say that you were a detective and that

you had said so at a tavern, it struck me right
No profesional detective would ever say that he was
one among strangers, especially."
"I know I made a mistake in doing that. But
when I saw my man in the barroom of the
tavern, I became so excited that I called out that
I was a detective and that he must surrender.
That is how that fellow knew I was a detective.
He was present at the time; you see."
"And you have reason to believe that he belongs to the gang you were after?"
"Yes."
"What makes you think that?"
"I am sure I saw him in the cave. The mask
he had on his face did not hide his hair, of
course, and you must agree that his hair is not
of the color usually seen upon men. It is a
mixture of red and white."
"That's right. You could hardly make a mistake on that. But what was he doing here when
we came along? That's what I want to know."
"Probably he might have remained to make
sure that I did not recover and get out of the
·
cellar."
"That may be, but it seems strange that they
did not make sure you were dead before they
put you in the cellar."
"I feigned it, even though when I partly knew
what was going on. I remember of being carried a long dist1;1nce--or what seemed to be a
long distance, anyhow."
"Well," said Wild,\ nodding to Jim and the
girls, "I reckon the cave of the bandits or whatever they can be called, must be somewhere
• close by this house. That means that the mining
camp is near at hand, too. But it is .getitng
dark now, and we have either got to stay here
or go on. Which shall it be, Jim?"
"I will leave that to you, Wild," Dart answered, quickly.
"I reckon we will stay here, then. ,¥e won't
occupy the house, but we will pitch our camp
right here in front of it. We want to get the
man with the red and white hair out of the
fellar and put some questions to him."
The young leader of the party then spoke to
the Chinamen, telling them to unload the packhorses and -put up the two tents they carried
with them . .
"I reckon you will be all right by morning,
Dawson," he nodded, as he nodded approvingly
at the amateur detective. I am going to help
you catch the robbers. I don't want any of the
reward, but since you have been plucky enough
to follow the gang all the way from Ogden, I
think you are deserving of success."
"Thank you, Young Wild West," Dawson retorted, fervently, "but I am sure you shall not go
unrewarded. You must remember that I am under pay, even though I am many miles away from
.... the office."
"That's all right. We won't argue that question now. The first thing to do is to get the
man out of the cellar. I am going about it at
once. Come on, Jim."
Leaving the girls to assist the two Chinamen
in putting the camp in shape, our hero and Dart
went into the house. The found Charlie standaway that you must be an amateur.
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ing over the trap door, the lighted lantern on the
floor.
"I ain.'t heard a · sound," declared the scout,
shaking his head. "I don't believe he's in there,
Wild."
"But you saw the trap door drop just as you
entered the room?"
"Yes, that's right. I'm sartin he went down
there, but I don't believe he's there now. That's
what I mean."
"Oh, you think there is a way to get out of
the cellar besides by the trap door?"
"There must be. I have been listening mighty
sharp, an' if that galoot had made ther least
kind of a move I sartinly would have heard it."
Our hero now took the lantern, and leaning
over the opening, reached down with it as far
as he could. To all appearances the cellar was
devoid of anything like a human being;
"I reckon I'll go down," he said, coolly. "Jim,
you go and get another lantern. I'll take this
one."
It was so dark that it was necessary to have
a lig_ht in the room, and Jim was not long in
getting one. Then Young Wild West swung
himself downward, holding fast to the ed,ge of
the flooring with one hand, while he took the
lantern Charlie gave him with the other. He
only had to drop a couple of feet, and he landed
lightly upon the ground below. Holding the
lantern in one hand, and his revolver in the other,
the boy proceeded to make a search of the cellar.
He kicked over the rubbish he came to, but as
he had thought at first, there was nothing there
that could conceal the form of a man. He went
around twice, and then paused under the opening.
"Well, boys, he is not here, that's sure," he
declared. "Now then, I must try and find
whether or not there is a doorway or some opening anywhere down here."
"I'll come down an' help yer look, Wild," the
scout called out.
"All right, Charlie."
Charlie was not long in dropping down, and
then the two proceeded to go around the sides
of the cellar. It was not more than twelve by
eighteen, and the sides were composed of rough
pieces of rock and ordinary stones. There appeared to be no mortar between the stones and
rocks, which showed that they had been placed
one upon the other in a systematic way. Very
few houses in that part of the country have
cellars, and this made it all the more suspicious
that the house had at one time been used for
unlawful purposes. It really .looked as though
it had been a ranch that afforded rnst and refreshment to travelers. But our friends cared
nothing about that just then. What they wanted
to know was whether there was a way to get
out of the cellar without going up by the trap
door. As near as Wild could judge, the ends
of the cellar lay east and west. The two went
carefully around, feeling of the stones and sticking their fingers in the apertures they came to,
until at length they reached the west end. Then
it was that Wild gave a start. Before him
was a flat rock that was almost square.
"That looks as though it might be a secret
door, Charlie," he said, in a low tone of voice.
"Anyhow, it is quite large enough to permit a
person to go throup if he stooped a little." -
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"That's right, Wild," the scout replied.
Our hero picked up a stone and knocked gentCHAPTER III.-The Outlaws and the Death
ly on the rock. A hollow sound came instantly
Stream.
to th~ir ears.
It
will
be
in
order
for us to follow the man
"That rock is not · more than · a couple of who played
the violin when he rushed into the
inches thick, Charlie," the boy declared, as he house
and disappeared down the trap door. This
threw down the stone. "You can bet that if that man bore
the' name of Skip Morgan, and he had
fellow really came down here he must have pass- been in the
of the two brothers, who
ed this way. That is nothing more than a slab, '\vere thieves employ
of the lowest type, and who had
and it conceals an opening. Now then, we must built the house
with the cellar under it. Skip,
find a way to open it."
as we shall call him, was associated with them
With his hunting knife the boy began pushing and hence it was that he learned that there ,ms
about the edges of the stone. It was not long a s_ecret passage leading from the cellar to a· cave
before he found that he could thrust it through in the mountainside that was nearly two hundred
and thal the point touched nothing.
yards away. Later Skip had listened to the
"S'pose I give a shove on it, Wild," suggested boastful talk of Hep Magee, a bandit, and finally
the scout.
joined his band and told him all about the place
·he had left nearly a year previous. Knowing
"A good idea, Charlie. Go ahead ."
Without waiting an instant, Cheyenne Charlie full well where the secret door of . stone was,
lowered his shoulde1· and threw himself heavily he now sprang toward it and pushed it open.
against the smooth ro~k. Though he was rea~y Dai·ting into the passage, he gave the door a
for anything that might happen, Young Wild gentle shove, and back it went into place. Once
West gave an involuntary cry of astonishment, there, Skip was confident that everything was
for the rock sli"d backward as quick as lightning, all right, so he lighted a match, and then taking
and the scout was precipitated into a dark open- a candle from his pocket, lighted it and walked
leisurely on.
ing at the other side.
"Wow!" exclaimed Charlie. "That was mighty
Pursuin,g his way th1·ough the passage, which
was so low in some places that he was forced
suddenly, wasn't it?"
\
"Well, Wff have solved the mystery of that to stoop, he at length came to the cave. It was
fellow's disappearance, anyhow, Charlie," the boy really more of a cavern than anything else, since
answered, as he held the lantern and found him- it was diveded 'into several apa1·.tments, which
self looking into a narrow passage. I reckon were of all shapes imaginable. But Skip went
that will be enough just now. Come on out of on his way and soon saw a light glimmering
there and see if . you can shut this secret door." ahead. He knew he was at the main quarters of
Charlie was not long in ,getting upon his feet, the band now, so he stepped swiftly on and
and as he took hold of the slab of stone he ,found soon squeezed through a small opening and found
that it was scarcely more than in inch in thick- himself before Hep Magee and the rest of the
•
ness, and that it w s secured by iron hinges on _gang.
"Hello! you have go back, have yer?'~ said the
one side. He stepped out and pulle<! the slab
leader, nodding in a pleased way. "We allowed
after him, and it shot to almost noiselessly.
that somethin' might have happened ter yer, an'
"A putty smart galoot rigged that door, Wild," we
thinkin' of goin' around to ther house.
he said, nodding his head. "She's hung jest so Howwas
was it that you come back through this
that she'll swing back into place without nobody blamed
passage you have told us about?"
pullin' her. That's a mighty clever door, I will
"Well, cap, I reckon I wouldn't have got hel·e
say."
at all if I hadn't," replied the man, as he held ,
"Right you are, Charlie. Come on. We will up his fiddle and looked at it admiringly. "I've
take a walk th1·ough that passage later on. I had a dickens of a time since I went over the1·e.
am mighty glad we happened along here, for I What do you think? Ther detective is alive a 1 '
can see plainly that we are going to have some in ther hands of friends!"
excitement out of this thing. We'll_ help Victor
"Alive!" echoed the outlaws, as if in one. voice.
Dawson run down the gang he has been chasing
"He sartinly is. Ther crack he got on ther
all the way from Ogden. The chances are that head
must have been a glancin' one, for it didn't
they are located in a cave some\"here close at hurt him
much. But who do yer think he's with
hand, and that this passage goes direct to it. now?"
Maybe they are doing a little business along the
"Who?"
trail as road agents, as he said they were. But
"Young Wild West an' his pards."
that's all right. This is going to be an ad"What!" cried Hep Magee, giving JI,. start.
venture, anyhow." .
"You don't mean to say that that meddlesome
"You kin bet your life on that, Wild," and the young
galoot is in these parts!'!
scout nodded and smiled grimly.
"He sartinly is. But listen, an' I'll tell ye:r
The two walked back under the opening in all about it."
the floor. Then Charlie gave Wild a lift and he
Skip found a resting place upon a ledge for
was quickly at the side of Jim. Reaching down, his precious violin, and then he related all that
the latter caught Charlie's hands and pulled him had happened after he had found the violin and
up.
.
started to play.
_
"Shut the trap door, boys," said our hero, in
"Great Scott!" exclaimed the outlaw captain.
his cool and easy way. "Think about leaving "I've never seen Young Wild West, but I reckon
this place to-night! Well, I guess not. We are I've heard enough about him ter know. I wonder
going to stay here until we get what Dawson what this means, anyhow. He can't be on om!
is after."
track, kin he?"
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"Cap, a big mi take was made in carryin' ther
"Jest put your ear ag'in that an' listen," he

detective to that cellar. He should have been
made sure of an' then buried somewhere in ther
cave here," said Skiny.
.
~ "Well, you didn't think that way at ther time.
You agreed with me that it would be a good idea
ter drop him into ther trap door into the cellar
of ther old house, so if his body was found there
there would be a sort of mystery ter it. It's too
bad, 'cause now there'll be no end of trouble for
us. This Young Wild West an' his pards will
aartinly help ther fool detective ter run us down.
But one thing . about it, ther galoot never seen
anything when we had him here. He was blindfolded when we brought him to ther cave, yer
know."
"That's so. But he sartinly knows that ther
cave is here, so it won't be very long afore it
will be found by some of 'em. Ther best thing
we kin do is ter git ready as soon as possible an'
clean out Young Wild West an' his pards."
A few cooking utensils and some blankets covered the QUtlaws' belongings. They had found a
niche where there a was a draught of air going
upward, and this served to make quite a good
fire-place. But during the short time they had
been there they had not lighted a fire in the daytime, for fear the smoke might be seen by someone who might be prying around. A man addressed as Dick now proceeded to start a fire.
He was the cook, it seemed, for he went right
ahead with the work, just as though it was
something he was well used to. He soon had a
good meal ready. There was a rattling of tin
plates and cups, and it was not long before the
eight men were making the best of the supper
that had been prepared. The only light besides
that given out by the fire was a ,imoky la.ntern
that was hanging to a jutting point of 1·ock near
the center of the cave. But this was sufficient
fo1· them, however, and they ate heartily of what
was handed them by the cook.
"There's only. one thing we lack here, an' that's
water," declared Hep Magee, as he filled his pipe
with tobacco and looked at the wooden pail th.at
was about half filled with water near him:
"We've got ter carry it all ther way from ther
brook, which is more than a hudred yards from
here, an' that makes it sorter risk--y, especially
if there's goin' ter be anybody around here spyin'
on us. We've got te"r have water ter make our
coffee, an' we've got ter have water for ther
horses while we're here. But I want ter tell
yer some thin', Skip. I've heard sounds since
we've been here that tells me that there's water
runnin' somewhere in this cave."
"Is that so?" and Skip looked surprised.
"Yes, I'm sartin of it. I've got a mighty good
pair of ears, an' they ain't never deceived . me
yet. Just ~ till I git a light an' I'll take you
to ther place where yer kin hear it yourself."
It was evident that the leader had spoken of
this subject to the rest before, for they did not
seem to be a bit surprised. They did not appear
to take much stock in what Hop said, however,
...,. and when he started away with the fiddler, none
of the rest offered to follow. Captain Hep led
the way through a crooked passage foi· about
""'fifty feet, anq then found himself at the end of
it. He held up the candle he had brought with
him, and showed Skip what appeared to be a
aolid wall of rock.

said.
·
'l'he fiddler lost no time in obeying.
"Thunder!" he exclaimed. "There's water runnin' ther other side of this rock, as sure as you
live, cap. That's somethin' I never knowed anythin,~ about afore. But it might jest as well be
a mile from us, 'cause. how are we goin' ter git
to it?"
"Well, I think we migh,t git ter it. This here
r,lace is_ filled wi~h al! kinds of openin's, some of
em which look Jest like rooms as though it had
been laid out for a boarddin'-house or somethin'
like that under the ground. S'pose we make a
search right now afore you take me to ther passage to ther cellar of ther house?"
"I'm willin', cap. I'm mighty interested fn this
here thing. If we could find water, it would be
what I call a blessin'."
"You have got that jest right, old feller. Now
come on. We'll go back to ther end of this passage, an' then strike out as near as we kin for
some place nigh this."
Back they went, and leaving the mouth of the
passage, they turned to the right and walked
until they came to another one. As they peered
~nto this it did not seem to extend very far, but
if Hep Magee's ears were good, as he said, his
eyes certainly were, too, for he saw a big boulder lying across the passage with about a foot
of room over it. Back of this he was sure he
saw the continuation of the passage. He hurried
quickly to the spot, and standing upon his tiptoes, held the candle above the boulder.
"J e t step back there a little ways, Skip, an'
see if yer kin see anything ther other side of this
rock," he observed.
His companion did as directed and promptly
declared that he could.
"Well, I kin hear the water jest about as plain
as we could in ther other place, an' I'm sartin'
we ain't as near ter it, either. That shows that
we must be nearer to it. If we could only git
over ther top of this rock we would be all right."
"Well, we sartinly can't crawl through that
little place past there," Skip replied. "Ther only
way ter do it would be to git ther whole gang
in here an' move ther boulder."
"By jingo! you're right on that, You jest run
back an' fetch 'em all here. We'll see what kin
be done."
While the fiddler was gone Magee remained
still and listened. Certainly the sounds of rushing water could be heard, and the more he listened the plainer it became to his ears. It was
not long before Skip returned with the other six
members of the outlaw band. He told them what
they were to do, and though they did not seem
to take much stock in the arrangement, they
were quite willing to lend their aid in trying to
move the big boulder.
"Now, then, boys git your shoulders ag'in it"
said the leader, nodding his head. "We sartin{y
can't pull it out, so ther only way ter do it 11
ter push it further back. Maybe we kin swing
one ·e nd of it around."
The boulder probably weighed more than half
a ton, but under the united efforts of the men
it began to move. But it went gradually, until it
was poised upon end. Another push and it rolled
over with a crash and disappeared.

•
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"Hooray!". cried Hep Magee, taking . off his
hat and waving it, at the same time extinguishing the candle.
"Strike a match, somebody," called out Skip,
sharply.
This was done, and then the candle was relighted.
"Careful, boys," ,admonished the leader, as he
l-tepped over the spot where the boulder had
been. "There must be a big slant, or else a hole."
An investigation showed that there was a
steep declivity there, and it was upon this that
the big b9ulder had rolled, after being turned
over by the outlaws. When he had proceeded a
few feet downward the leader came in sight of
the boulder, which was resting against a perpendicular wall of rock. He kept right on, for
the sounds of rushing water was so plain now
that he knew they could not be more than a few
yards from it. Reaching the foot of the descent,
he found himself looking upon a stream of turbulent water, which ca me from a break in the
rocky wall and went on for perhaps a hundred
feet. Just how far it did go he could not see, for
the candle light did not permit him to see a great
distance.
"Here yer are, boys," he called out, exultantly.
"Now, I reckon we won't have ter get out of ther
cave ter git what water we want."
The rest soon reached his side and looked upon
the stream in silence. In the dim light the
candle gave out the scene looked weird and ghostlike.
"Well, cap," said Skip, after a pause, "I reckon
you're ther discoverer of this here underground
river. What are yer goin' ter call it?"
"Well, I'll call it jest what it looks ter me.
Ther name of this here undergronnd river, as
r--r call it, is goin' ter be ther Death Stream.
'l'hat Detective an' Young Wild West an' his
1>ards are goin' ter meet death in it, too. I've
jest thought it over, an' you kin bet yo-ur life
that when I make up my mind ter do a thing I'll
come putty near doin' it. Come on, boys; we'll
go back now, an' then one of yer kin take a pail
an' bring it here an' git water for ther horses.
We've only got one pail, which means that we'll
have ter carry ouite a lot of it, but this is a whole
lot better than liavin' ter go outside for it."
The leader of the outlaws, feeling very proud
of his discovery, started up the declivity, followed by his men.

CHAPTER IV.-The Vigilantes.
When Young Wild West and his companions
walked outside tp.e house they felt that they had
really fallen into a wonderful piece of luck when
they stopped at the old house at the side of the
trail. The young deadshot was not long in telling of the discovery they had made in the cellar,
and when he ordered Wing, the cook, to go aheaa
and get the supper ready as quickly as possible,
all hand felt quite satisfied to remain there for
the night.
"It seems that we're always falling into some
'kind of queer adventure, Wild," observed Arietta,
as she watched the blazing· fire the Chinaman
had started. "Who would ever had dreamed that
there was such a thing as a cellar under this

house? And who would ever guess that there
was a secret passage leading under the ground
from it?"
"No one would think of such a thing, Et," was
the reply. "Still, we are always coming upon
strange things."
The camp had been pitched but a sho1·t. distance from the house, and in the light of the fire
the buildirig showed up with startling distinctness. There was something about it that suggested mystery, since it was dilapidated and
showed signs of not having been occupied for
some little time.
"I would much rather sleep in our tent than
inside that house, even if the rain was pouring
down," declared Anna, the wife of Cheyenne
Charlie, as she looked at · the dismal structure
and shook her head.
"Certainly you would, Anna," Arietta answered, quickly. "But what do we want to sleep
in a house for, unless it is a very good one and
furnished? It surely is not going to rain tonight, so it would be foolishness to "think of such
a thing, even."
The supper was soon ready, and then all ate
heartily. Dawson declared that he felt first rate
when the meal was over, and when Hop Wah offered him a cigar he gladly accepted it. Wild,
who saw the Chinaman hand the cigar over,
looked at him sharply.
"Suppose you show a bit of your cleverness,
Hop," said Wild. "Just perform one o.f your
tricks. I hardly think we will be interrupted
right away."
"Allee light," was the reply, for Hop was always will.ing to oblige.
Yoµng Wil~ West and his friends had seen him
perform his tricks so many times that there was
really nothing new for him to do, as far as they
were concerned. But they were always more ,or
less interested when he was amusing some one
who had never met him before. Hop always
carried small articles that he usea in hjs sleightof-hand business, and he was always looking .
about for something that he might be able to do
something mystifying with. Since they had stopped at the old house he had not been idle. He
was quite ready to go ahead now-in fact, he
ha;d been waiting to receive the invi.tation.
"Show him a good one, Hop," said Cheyenne
Charlie, stepping up to where the Chinaman had
squatted upon the ground near the fire. "Don't
be too long about it, either. There ain't no tellin'
but what that fiddler galoot might lead his gang
back here an' make it warm for us."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the bland
reply. "Me showee velly nicee lillee tlick, so be.
Now !en~ evelybody watchee."
All eyes were turned upon him, but more especially those of Dawson. The Chinee proceeded
to dig a little hole in the ground with his fingers.
Having done this, he brought forth a little paper
box that had contained pistol cartridges. Removing the lid, he showed that it was empty.
"Now !en," he said, handing the box to Dawson, "you allee samee puttee um piecee silver in
um box, and !en me showee you lat me makee it
turnee into something else. Me velley smartee
Chinee."
"All right," was the smiling reply. "I will put
a quarter in. I guess it will be worth that mucla
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to see your trick, for I have no doubt but that
you are going to show a good one, since Wild
has said you are."
He dropped a quarter in the box, and then
_JJlaced the lid upon it. As Hop took it he shook
it so every one could hear it, and then quietly
placed it in the little hole he had made and proceeded to cover· it with dirt. Dawson was watching him intently all the time, and when the
earth had been patted down over the box he was
well satisfied that it was there.
"Now len," said Hop, as he made a few mysterious motions with his hands, "you watchee.
Me takee lat quarter outtee um box and puttee
in something else. Me no touchee um box,. but
me makee velly muchee magic."
He arose to his feet, at th~ same time movjng
his hands back and forth over the spot where
the box had been buried.
"Now len," he suddenly said, ·as he drew Ii
hunting knife from under his coat, "you digee
up um box and lookee in."
"All right," said Dawson, as he quickly took
the knife from him. "You may surprise me,
Hop, but I assure you that I have witnessed all
sorts of magic feats before. However, I will admit that . I feel absolutely certain that the cartridge box containing the quarter is buried here.
Of course, I suppose I am mistaken. But I wi"ll
see, anyhow."
It took but a few seconds to dig away ·the dirt
and bring forth the little box. Dawson picked it
up and promptly shook it. But instead of hearing the silver piece rattling about, a faint squeal
came from it.
"What's that?" cried the young man, looking
surprised and holding the box at arm's length.
Hop smiled blandly, while the rest looked ·on
with amusement.
.
"You opee um box, Misler Dawson."
"Well, here .goes," and the lid was promptly
removed.
Then it was that a little mouse jumped out
and scampered away in the darkness.
"Well, that beats me!" exclaimed the amateur
detective, laughing, for be saw that the rest
were already doing so. "You made the quarter
\urn into a live mouse. Well, that's magic all
right, Hop. Shake hands. You certainly deceived me, for I thought my eyes never left that
box inti! the dirt was placed over it."
"Lat velly nicee lillee tlick," declared the
Chinaman.
• "It ce1:tainly was a great trick, Hop. But what
became of the quarter?"
"Lat turnee into um mouse, so be. You no·
· gittee lat now."
"Oh, I see. The quarted ·turned into the mouse,
and the mouse ran away. That ends the quarter, of course."
It was just then that hoof-beats were heard
along the trail.
·
.
Somebody is coming, boys!" exclaimed Young
Wild West, addressing his phrtners. "As we
- don't know whether they are friends or foes, I .
reckon we had better be ready for them."
Instantly the girls sought the tent that had
been erected for them, while the rest drew back
into the shadows. The next minute four horsewen galloped up and came to a halt near the
fire.
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"Hello!" called out one of them, as he looked
around questioningly. "Is there anybody here '?'
"I reckon there is, stranger,'' our hero answered, as he stepped into view.
"Good!" and the horseman promptly dismounted. "Vve seen ther fire, an' we allowed that
somebody must sartinly be here. Who a1·e yer,
young feller?"
"My name is Young Wild West."
"Oh, it is, eh?
Well, I'm ther · leader of
the vigilance committee of Straight Flush. We've
been out lookin' for a young man what disappea1·ed kinder sudden like from ther tavern ther
other ni.ght. We ain't seen hide nor hair o:1' him
since."
"I guess I am the one you are looking- for, Mr.
Simms," said Victor Dawson, as he stepped into
view. "I have turned up alive, I am glad to say,
though I have had quite an experience."
"Well, by thunder!" excln'med the leader of
the vigilantes. "It's him, · sure enough, boys."
"Wild was satisfied that the men were all
right now, especially when he saw that Dawson
recognized the- leader.
"Make yourselves at home, gentlemen," he
said, in his cool and easy way. "Though we
knew we were pretty close to Straight Flush, as
they call it, we thought we would stop here for
the night. There is something a little queer
about this old house, you know; and we thought
it would be advisable to stop here and try and
find out something about it."
"Well, the-r e ·used ter be somethin' putty bad
about this place," Bill Simms answered, shaking
his head and looking at the building. "Thel'e
was a regular man-trap here once, but I was one
of the men what helped ter make it empty.
Young man," mid he turned to Dawson, "jest
tell us how yer made out. I was at ther tavern
when you accused arr.an of bein' a robbe1·. There
was quite a little excitement there at ther time,
an' that's ther last I seen of yer. There was a
few strangers what disappeared at ther same
time, among them bein' ther galoot with a scar
on his face what you seemed to be after. Did
yer git him?"
"Not yet," the amateur detective answered, ·
shaking his head. "But they nearly got me.
They caught me in the dark, and held me a priis
oner for quite a while. Just how long I don't
know, but I have reason to believe that it was
the night before last."
"Yes, that's ther time when it happened, an'
we've been lookin' around ever since for yer."
Dawson looked at Wild, who nodded for him
to go ahead. He then related lrow- our friends
had rescued him from the cellar -o f the house, but
a warning glance from the young deadshot told
him not to go any further than that.
"So somebody's usin' ther cellar of ther s·h anty
again, eh?" observed Sim.ms, nodding to his three
companions. "Well, I wonder what, this means?"
"Well, I will tell you what it means," Wild
spoke up. "One of the villains who used to live
here when this place was in full bloom has come
back. He is with the gang that Dawson followed
·an the way from Ogden to -recover the money
that was stolen from the express office there."
"Oh, it must be that red-headed galoot, then."
"Quite likely. We met him. But his hair is
>:tearly white now."

.J
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"What!" and the vigilantes showed the utmost
surprise. "Come ter think of it, that was him we
,;cen with that bunch of strangers. His hair
bein' putty near white made him look different.
So Skip Morgan is back here again, eh? An' he's
got a crowd with him ter rob an' kill travelers
what comes along ther trail, eh? Well, I reckon
ther business ain't goin' ter pan out very good.
I'm a mighty determined man, I am, an' I'll ,go
through fire ter git iher galoots. But say!"
and he nodded to our hero in a patronizing way,
"I wouldn't stay here to-night if I was you.
The1· minin' camp ain't but a little distance from
here. Come on over with us, an' then if yer
want ter, you kin help hunt down Skip Morgan
an' his gang to-morrow."
"I reckon we'll stay right here, Mr. Simms,"
Wild answered, smilingly.
"Well, if you do you had better keep your
eyes open."
"Oh, we will do that, all right."
The vigilante tried to persuade our friends to
go with him to Straight Flush, but when he
found that they would .not, he talked with them
a while, and then mounting his horse, rode away
along the trail, followed by his companions.

CHAPTER y.-Wild Hot After the Villains.
"Those men act as 'though .they are very earnest in their endeavor to keep -things straight
around this section," remarked Jim Dart, after
the vigilantes had taken their departure.
"Oh, sartin,'' and the scout nodded. "The;v're
all right, as far as that goes. I don't beheve
they would tum tail to if there was a fight on
hand. But if they've been huntin' around these
parts all this time, it's funny to me that they
ain't found that cave Dawson was tellin' us
about."
"Suppose you try to find it, anyhow?" Wild suggested. "Do you feel strong enough to walk
that far, Dawson?"
"Oh, yeh, for I am satisfied it can't be far
from here. It is quite evident that the passage
you discovered leads to it, too."
Wild led the way along close to the side of
the trail where the trees and bushes were more
prominent. In this way they kept on until they
C'ame to the brow of a hill, and then they could
see a cluster of lights something like a quarter
of a mile· below.
"That's Straight Flush," whispered Victor
Dawson, as he pointed to the lights. "It is not a
very large place, as you can see."
"Few new mining camps are of any size,"
Wild answered. "But never mind about Straight
Flush just now. What we want to know is about
where you were before your senses left you
after the villains caught you."
"I remember being carried througJ:it a thicket,
where the odor from pine trees was rather
strong."
"I don't see no pines around here," the scout
answered, as he took a survey as far as his eyes
could reach in the darkness.
"Well, the only thing we can depend on is
to find the pines he spoke of. Here is a wood
right close at hand. I reckon it may be there,"
said Wild.

"Maybe Dawson better stop here, Wild," till
we come back," suggested the scout. "It's putty
rocky in there, an' he ain't feeling' very strong,
I'll bet."
"That's right, Charlie. He can stay here, and
you will stay with him. I will make an investigation and report to you after a few minutes.
I may be gone as long as half an hour, but no
longer than that, unless something happens to
me."
Charlie seemed a bit disappointed to find that
he was not to accompany the young deadshot, for
he took great delight in running into danger with
him. But he never objected to anything Wild
said, so with a nod he retorted:
· "All right, Wild. We will stay right here. If
you don't show up in over half an hour I'll send
Dawson back to ther camp an' come ter look
for yer."
"If you do happen to come to look for me,
Charlie, you can ~ive the usual sign. I might
be kept away a httle longer than seems likely
just now."
"All right; ther hoot of an owl twice. I know,
Wild:"
Our hero told Victor Dawson to sit down and
make himself comfortable, and then he quietly
slipped away through the darkness. The boy
knew that he must depend a great deal upon
luck if he was to find the hidden retreat of the
villains, so he simply made his way straight to
the grove of trees he had noticed. It was not
long before he reached a thicket, and then he
felt about with both feet an<i hands until he
discovered an opening in it. This done, he step- .
ped forward, pausing every three or four steps
until he became satisfied that he was following
something that had the appearance of a path.
He had gone perhaps a dozen yards when the
odor of pines came to his nostrjls. But as he
was right at the woods now, there was nothing
strange about this. He might be on the right
scent, or he might be wrong, as pines were
common in that section of the country. He kept ./
on his way until he knew he must be nearly a
hundred yards from the. spot where he had left
his companions. Then as he paused to listen he
suddenly heard the unmistakable sounds made
by footsteps.
"Ah!" the young deadshot exclaimed, under
his breath, "I reckon I am on the right trail.
Well, if I didn't have a little luck once in a while
I don't know how I would make out, anyhow."
Crouching down close to the foot of a big tree, •
he waited and listened. The footsteps came
nearer, and it was easy for him to conjecture
that more than one person was approaching. On
they came, and the next moment he was able
to discern the outlines of two men, who were
picking their way through the woods in a cautious manne. They were going right toward the
trail, so Wild quickly decided to let them go
past, and then follow them. He knew very well
that he could do this without letting them be
aware of it, since his experience in woodcraft
had made him :perfect in that line. The two
-. forms came withm a few feet of him, and when
he saw that they had their hats drawn well over
their eyes he realized that the men must be those
he was so anxious to find. Waiting until they
had gone about twenty feet, he started softly
after them. Back throught the very path he had
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followed to get there went the two men, and
reaching the trail, they turned toward the old
house that lay over half a mile beyond.
"I know what they're up to," the young deadshot thought. "They're going to spy on our
- camp. No doubt they feel as though the quicker
they can put us out of the way the better it will
be. I suppose they feel pretty sore at learning
that the detective is alive. Well, I will go and
get Charlie and Dawson, and then we will follow them."
The spot where his two companions were in
waiting was close at hand, and running lightly
along, the boy soon reached it. He found that
Charlie had already seen the two men, for the
scout had been keeping a sharp watch. .
"Are yer goin' ter catch 'em, Wild?" he asked,
eagerly, as he started to follow the yound deadchot with Dawson.
"No, Charlie," was the reply. "That won't
do. We will keep a watch on them, and then
when they go back we will do the following and
find out where they go. That's they way to find
the cave, I reckon."
"That's right. I never thought of that. All
right, whatever you say goes."
Cautioning Dawson to step lightly so he would
make no sound, Wild led the way along at a prety rapid walk. In les$ than five minutes thE:Y
came in sight of the two men, who were now
walking very slowly along the trail.
"They're simply going to spy on u s, probably
to make arrangements for an attack," our hero
whispered. "Charlie, you and Dawson had better make a detour and get to the camp from the
other side of it. I rnckon I will be enough to
attend to the two rascals." "All right, Wild,'' the scout replied, and then
he took Dawson by the arm and promptly started
off to the left. Wild knew Charlie would manage
it all right, so he paid no further attention to
the two, but kept pn after the men, stepping a
little faster than they did. The result was that
it was not more than a minute before he was
pretty close to them-as close as it was advisable to get, in fact. When they at length
came in sight of the campfire the two men paused,
,. and after looking at it for a couple of minutes,
a.gain started on their way. They left the trail
and moved around toward the rear of the dilapidated ranch house. This suited our hero well
enough, so he promptly followed them. Having
placed the building between them and the camp- •
fire, the two men seemed to be more at their
ease, and walked a little faster. i3ut when they
were within a few yards of the house, they
dronped upon their hands and knees and crept
toward it.
Wild was right after them, and when he finally
saw them pause near the corner of the building
he gave a low chuckle of satisfaction and then
-stepped lightly forward and crouched behind a
clump of bushes not more than a dozen feet
from them. Peering through an opening in the
bushes he watched every move they made, and
listened. He could see the camp quite plainly,
and when he saw Charlie and Dawson stroll
lei.surely to it- he felt better satisfied. The fact
was that he was anxious to have the young man
,get safely back to the camp, since he knew qµite
well that he was in no cendition to put up a fight
or to run at a very fast pace.

l
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"How many of 'em kin you make out?" one of
the men asked, in a whisper, that was plainly audible to the boy.
Though he could not see the villain's features,
Wild instantly recognized the face belonging to
the man called Skip Morgan.
"All's I kin see is them two what jest walked
into tl1er light, three gals an' a heathen Chinee,"
came the reply.
"Well, they must be all there. I don't s'pose
it would be good for us ter try an' git any closer.
What do you think about ther place where they
are? I reckon if we went back an' got ther rest
of ther gang we would sneak up here an' kill
ther whole bunch afore they knew what struck
'em."
"\Vell, we might do that," was the reply, in a
dubious tone of voice. "But there's two or three
tJees there that they could git behind if they
didn't git hit at ther fii·st volley. Then, again,
what would would be ther use of shootin' them
gals?"
"Well, if they was ter git away it would be all
ther worse for us, wouldn't it? It wouldn't be
long afore they would have ther whole minin'
camp aroused an' every man in it lookin' for
us."
"That's true enough, but I don't believe in
shootin' wimmen folks. They ain't done nothin'
to us. Ther only one as has done anything ter
us is that young galoot what followed Hep Magee
from Ogden. He's a putty nervy sort of feller,
too, an' it's too bad that he's alive after us
havin' him in our power."
_
"Well, it was a mistake of General's, that-'s all.
There ain't no use of sayin' nothing about it
now."
The two viHains waited a little longer , and
then they started to leave the spot.
"Now then," muttered our hero, under his
breath, "I reckon I won't be long in findin~ out
where that cave is. Here goes."

CHAPTER Vl.-Wild Visits the Outlaws' Cave.
As the two villains moved away throught the
darkness Wild started after them. They at
length came to the spot where Wild had started
through the shrubbery and reached the pines,
until he heard the two men approaching. Skip
and his companion made no little noise as they
pushed their way through the bushes, but Wild
went along as noiselessly as though there was
nothing there to interfere with his movements.
It happened that the cave was not a great distance from the trail, so after the little grove of
pine trees had been passed, Wild saw the two
forms ahead of him step out into a small open
spot, where the rocks were numerous and the
ground uneven: A cliff reared itself on the left,
and it was easy for him to guess that it was undE\r this that the cave was situated. Sure enough,
the__ two went right to the cliff and then they
suddenly disappeared. Never once taking his
eyes from the spot where he had last seen them,
Young Wild West crept forward as stealthily as
a cat. He did not pause until his head and
shoulders were thrust into an opening that was
partly concealed by overhanging vines. He saw
a light ahead. With a, nod of satisfaction the
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roy started boldly forwarc'I, and soon he was able the man certainly showed that he knew \\'hat he
to see the sides and roof 9f the passage quite was doing. Even Wild was interested, and he
plainly. The light came from the cave occupied raised himself upon one knee, and watched the
by Hep Magee and- his band as a living apart- proceedings. When he had cut the eyeholes in
ment, and when the boy had gone a little further the pieces of blanket, Pete started in and made
he suddenly found himself looking through a holes where the nose and mouth should .be.
short passage that turned to the left right upon
"What are yer doin' that for?" asked Skip
·
the group of villains. Some of them were sit- Morgan.
ting upon blankets that had been thrown upon
"You jest wait till I git done," was the reply.
the floor, while others were standing. Those "These is goin' ter be mighty putty masks, an'
standing were talking excitedly, while the others don't yer forgit it. I can't finish 'em all jest now,
were simply listening. ·Our hero counted them, · but in about an hour's time I'll put ·ther fimshin'
and finding that they numbered eight all told, touches to 'em, an' if you don't say they're about
he gave a nod.
ther best you ever seen, I'll make yer a present
Skip Morgan was talking to McGee, and ex-- of ten dollars. Now then, Dick, you jest mix me
plaining just how the camp was situated near up a little flour and water. I want it so it will
be like a paste, yer know."
the front of the old house.
"All right, Pete," the cook replied, and he
"Well," said Hep McGee, after he had listened
·to the report, "I s'pose we could sneak up lie- hastened to obey.
hind ther old buildin' an' mow 'em all down by
The knife the villain was using was a pretty
openin' fire on 'em an' keepin' on shootin'."
sharp one, and he cut the holes neatly. As the
"Good! I'm with yer, Skip. I reckon me eight pieces were cut at the same time, they were
an' you is of about ther same mind in this busi- about all alike when he had finished. Then he
ness. Now then, we'll set down. I want yer to put one over his face, the end of, his nose prolisten to what I've got ter say. I've got a sorter truding and his teeth showing as he opened his
lips .
. uggestion ter make."
"What is it, cap?" Dick, the cook, asked. "Is
''.That looks putty good," said Hep Magee, adthere anything ter be made out of it?"
miringly. I ·reckon them masks is all right now,
"Well, I sorter hope so. That's what we come without doin' anything more to 'em."
here for. But never mind about that. We've
"No, they ain't; you jest wait till I finish,"
got more than enough money to last us for six came the reply.
months if we go it rather easy. What I want to
Wild could not help smiling. He knew very
suggest is that we git some masks. If we mean well that as far as a mask was concerned, a
ter do business along this trail as robbers we've piece of cloth tied over their faces, with eyegot ter disguise ourselves."
holes, would be all that was required. It was
"If that's all yer want, I reckon that kin be really amusing to watch and listen to the men.
mighty soon fixed," spoke up one of the men, who Pete now turned his attention to the flour and
went by the name of Pete and was considered water, and when he had mixed it up to his satis""Uite clever in a way. "I kin make ther masks faction -he smeared each of the masks thickly
for yer. I belonged to a gang once close to Salt with the mixture.
Lake City what had some of ther finest masks
"What's that for?" queried the leader.
yer ever seen. This gan,g was made up of
"Well, when they begin ter stiffen up a little
Danites, and I was a Danite, too, at ther time." I kin make 'em in about ther shape I want ter.
"Viel!, never mind what yer was," the leader Then when they're dry they are whitish lookin'
spoke up, sharply. "Jest tell us about ther too, so you see I've got two reasons for doin 1
masks. How are we goin' ter git 'em, that's this."
·
what I want ter know?"
"Oh, all right; go ahead, Pete. I reckon you
"I'll make 'em."
know what you're doin'. You're sartinly a clever
"What are yer goin' ter make 'em out of?"
"Handkerchiefs, if we ain't got nothin' else." galoot, I will say."
The mask-maker now cai·r~d a leg close to the
"How many has got handkerchiefs in this
hunch, I'd like ter know?" the cook asked, sneer- fire, and then he laid the eight masks in a row
before the blaze, so they might dry quickly. Wild
ingly.
"Well, if we oin't got handkerchiefs I reckon had assumed an easy position, and deciding to
I kin cut a blanket an' do ther work," said Pete, wait until he saw the masks completed, he setwith an air of confidence. "I happen ter have tled down and took things quietly. . When fifteen
a bottle of ink with me an' yer all know we've minutes had elapsed Pete took up one of the
masks and p1·essed it over hiil face, fitting it in
got a little flour on hand."
"You think yo'\J. kin make decent masks for us shape. Having fixed the first one, he went on
out of a blanket an' some flour an' ink, do yer, and soon had them all bent so they would fit
around a man's face nicely. Then he put them
Pete, queried the leader.
a little closer to the fire and waited for them to
"I sartinly kin," was the reply.
"Well, let's see yer do· it. Go ahead now. thoroughly dry. This took quite some time, and
at intervals he picked up one and bent it so it
Ther sooner we git 'em, the better it will b_e ."
"I used to be called a sort of genius," explained would not flatten out.
Finally he produced his bottle of ink, and
Pete as he went in search of a blanket that would
answer his purpose. "I'll show yer how easy sharpening a stick, he chewed the end of it untd
it formed a brush. Then with a deft hand he
it is to make a mask."
· Selecting the one he wanted, he be,gan cutting made marks upon the mask until it looked very
.
it into squa1·es, and when he had eight of them he much like a grinning skull.
"Oh!" exclaimed Hep Magee, his face li,ghtin!J
proceeded to trim the corner and cut eyeholes.
The men watched him wit no little interest, for up. Now I see what you're up to. You're goin
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ter make us look like a lot of skeletons, eh,
Pete?"
· "That's it. These are what you call skeleton
masks, ther same kind ther Danites used. All's
-.. we've got ter do is ter cut a hole in each side of
'em an' a string will tie 'em on."
The flour having dried gave the masks a sort
of ghastly hue, and with the black marks to
imitate the front of ·a skull, they certainly looked
gruesome. Wild was wondering what those at
the camp would think of his long absence, but
he felt as though he should wait a little longer,
so he did so. It was nearly an hour before the
ei,ght masks were completed, and then each man
was given one. They quickly tied trings to them
and put them on their faces, and then all hands
looked at each other, strutting around and laughing, as though it· was very much of a joke.
"You poor fools," muttered our hero, ·under his
breath. "No doubt you think you ar.e going to
have an easy thing .of it, but you will be _a badly
surprised lot, or I will miss 1 my guess. I think
the best thing to do is for me to go back' t,o the
camp and get Charlie and Jim. I am satisfied
that we can make a clean sweep, and not run a
,great risk, either."
"Come on, Skip," said Hep Magee, suddenly, ·
as he caught Morgan by the arm, "I reckon me
an' you will go out an' have a look at Young
Wild West's camp now. I want ter see them
gals."
"All right, cap," was the reply, and then the
two started for the passage. Wild barely had
time to get into the niche, but he managed to uo
it, and the two went on through the passage,
one of them striking a match to see the way.
When they had gone, Pete nodded to the rest ·and
·
said:
"That's a putty big blanket I cut inter. It's
a double one, yer know. S'pose I make some
capes out of it? Then we'll be fixed up in mighty
good shape."
"Go ahead," one of 'them retorted., as he threw
the blanket to him.
"There ain't enough of it to make eight out of
it, but I reckon we've got plenty, so I'll go ahead
·
an' make 'eni."
With his knife he began to fashion out capes,
and as fast as he finished one he tossed it to
those watching 'him.
"Ther captain an' Skip oughter had their
capes on when they went out. Then they would
feel jest as though they was in perfect trim,"
Pete observed, with a chuckle. "But it's all ri,ght,
boys. I've got an idea that they ain't give up
ther notion of gittin' hold of them gals. If they
no happen ter bring 'em here I s'pose we'll have
ter abide by it. There ain't no use in goin' ag'ln
your leader, not when you have got a good one."
Wild thought it about time· he left the cave
now, though it was not necessary that he should
follow the two sco"und1·els, since he knew just .
where they were going. After waiting about
five minutes he crept silently back into the passage and soon made his way outside. The stars
-J.
were shining brightly, and as he looked at them
the boy could not help giving a sigh of relief.
He had been in the cave for quite a long time,
and to look at the stars after having gazed upon
the villains and listening to their conversation
He did not
so . long made him feel relieved.
_llurry, but made his way alon,g until he reached
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the trail, and then he walked toward the camp.
When the boy was just t,vo hundred ya1·ds
from it a piercing shriek suddenly rent the air,
·and then the voice of Arietta cried out:
"Help, help! Oh, W)ld, save me!"
The young deadshot gave a gasp, and then
started on a run.
"I was a fool for waiting so long!" he exclaimed, bitterdy. "The two scoundrels have
managed to get Arietta."

. CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Is. Captured.
Th.ose at the camp became r;ther uneasy when
·they found Wild remained away so long. Two
or three times Charlie took a walk around the
camp and once he made a circuit of the house,
hoping to meet the young deadshot. returning.
A.t last Arietta became very uneasy.
"Something tells me that Wild has got into
danger," she declared. "Charlie, I think you and
Jim had better go and look for him,"
"I was sorter thinkin' that way myself, .Arietta," the scout reto1·ted. "What do you think
about it, Jim?"
"We will wait until an hour has elapsed, and
then we will go, Charlie," was the reply.
"All right; I think that's about ther best way
·myself."
When the hour had passed and our hero had
not returned, Charlie and Jim left the camp,
after telling Victor Dawson and the girls to keep
a sharp watch, as it might be that Wild had been
caught by the villains and that the camp would
be attacked. Nearly half .an hour had elapsed
after the two left, and then Arietta became so uneasy that she arose from where she had been sitting with Anna and Eloise and started to walk
around the house.
"I am not going far," was the reply. "You can
depend upon it that I will be very cai-eful, too."
Th·e girl walked on until she came to the rear
of the house. She made up her mind to walk
completely around it, and as she took the step
forward to do so two men suddenly pounced upon
her. As the reader knows, the two men were
Hep Ma.gee and Skip Morgan. They had barely
reached the spot when they saw the girl coming
that way, and they made up their minds to capture her. The two villains did not know that
there was any one missing from the camp, since
they had been unable to get a good view of' it on
account of the trees that pa1·tly surrounded it.
The leader of the outlaws endeavored to clap his
hand over the girl's mouth as she was seized, but
he made a failure of it, and she screamed loudly
and called for her dashing young lover.
"Great Scott, cap!" exclaimed Skip Morgan,
hoarsely. "It won't do for us ter try ter run
away with ther gal now. They'll git us sure.
Ther only chance we have got is ter .go in ther
house an' take to ther underground passage.
Come on."
Hep Magee had all he could do to hold the girl,
even though he had pinned her arms to her
sides. But he was a brute in strength, as well as
in nature, and as he started to follow hisJl-:ompanion, he thrust a revolver against Ar,.tta's
face and exclaimed, in a whisper: ·
"Keep still. or I'll blow your head off. o-:i.l."
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This had the effect of making Arietta qµiet
down instantly. She fully realized that she was
in the hands of desperate scoundrels, and though
she was much frightened at what had befallen
her, she resolved to bide her time and depend
on ,<setting away from them before they got
very far. The back door of the old house was
about half open, and Skip Morgan pulled his
companion through in a hurry. Five seconds had
not elapsed since the girl was seized before all
three were inside the building. Then Skip drew
a piece of rope from his pocket and quickly
wound it about the girl.
"Put this over her mouth," he said, as he produced a coarse handkerchief. "Here, I'll do it."
With wonderful quickness the handkerchief
was thrust in the girl's mouth and tied so she
could no longer utter a sound that could be heard
any distance. The two villains expected Young
Wild West and his partners to appear before
them every second, but no such thing happened,
and they hurriedly pushed their way to the room
where the trap door was located., Skip knew
just where it was, and though they had no light
he found it quickly and raised it. Down he
droppe·d, and then he called out, softly:
"Let her come, cap; I'll ketch her."
Arietta, bound and helpless, was quickly low~
ered to the cellar, the man below taking her and
dragging her over to where he knew the secret
door was to be found. Hep dropped down, and
in his haste forgot to close the trap door. But it
made- little difference, anyhow, and as he stumbled
about in the cellar, fearing every minute to be
shot. by some one above, his companion called
out:
"This way, cap; I've got ·the door open. Come
on. We'll soon be safe. They'll . never know
what become of us."
Through the opening they went, and then Skip
quiely pushed the stone door back in its place.
"Now then, cap," said he, exultantly, "I reckon
we kin take our · time. You just hold ther gal
till I light a piece of candle."
A match was soon struck, and then the flickering flame of the candle lighted the way through
the passage. Skip led the way with the bit of
candle he had, and it was not long before they
. entered a part of the big cavern that was occupied by the band as their quarters. As they
came in sight of the apartment the six men they
had left there were dancing about, each with
his mask and cape on. So much noise were ·they
making that they failed to note the arrival of
their two companions until they were right upon
them.
"Stop that tomfoolery!" called out Hep Magee,
sharply. "Don't yer see what we've got here?"
"He's got a gal!" Dick exclaimed, holding up
his hands. "I knowed it, boys. Ther captain
an' Skip was bound ter do it. But it's all right.
It ain't no affair of ours. Which way did yer
come, cap-through ther passage ter ther cellar?"
"Can't you see that we did?" was the reply.
"But I s'pose you wouldn't have knowed it if
Young Wild West an' his pards had come right
in from ther other way. I reckon you had better
be a little bit more on ther watch, instead of
cfancin' around like a lot of fools."
"Well. we felt so 2:ood when we put on our

masks an' these here capes that Pete made for
us that we couldn't help showill'. it. We was
jest dancin' around like we might do if we was
ter hold up a stage coach. It would sorter
frighten ther passengers, yer know."
"Well, never mind about that. Some of yer
fix up a place where I kin put this gal. I want
ter tell yer that we didn't go there jest ter catch
one of ther gals, though. It was all by luck that
we got her. We had jest got behind t,her house
an' was lookin' at ther camp when blamed if
she didn't come walkin' our way. What was we
ter do but ter catch her? It was a sort of natural consequence, in fact. Ha, ha, ha!"
. The villain had certainly got in a better humor, and he now laughed heartily, as though it
was a wonderful thing that had been accomplished by him. As has been · said before, there
were plenty of niches and crannies to the big
cave. There was a so1·t of alcove near the natural fireplace, and when Pete suggested that it
would serve as a good place to accommodate their
unwilling guest, the captain agreed with him
right away.
·
"Git a couple of them blankets an' lay 'em on
ther ground," Hep said, quickly.
This was soon done. Then the villains turned
to Arietta, who was being supported by Skip.
"Now then, gal," he said, warningly, his hideous mask thrust close to her face, "I'm goin' ter
untie that rope an' take that handkerchief out
out of your mouth. But jest as sure as I'm alive,
I'll 'kill yer if yer dare ter utter a yell or cry
out. Now then, you kin do as you like. If yer
want to die, jest yell f.or Young Wild West. If
yer want to live, jest keep still."
- The girl, who was as pale as death, could not
answer, but she shook her head as though to
signify that she would remain silent. Then the
leader of the band untied the rope that was cutting into her delicate flesh, and this done, he
removed the handkierchief.
"You villain!" exclaimed Arietta. "You will
suffer for this. Wait till Y o.ung Wild West
comes."
"All right, gal. We ain't afraid of his comin'
here," was the sneering retort. "But I see you
have got a gun an' a knife. I reckon I'll take
charge of them."
.
Suiting the action to the words, he relieved
the girl of the weapons that were hanging to her
belt. But he did not dream of such a thing as
the girl having a revolver concealed under her
bodice. The fact was that Arietta nearly always carried a small revolver there that had
been given as a birthday present by Wild two or
three years before. It was of a very small
caliber, but of the best make, and quite deadly
at short range. The revolver was silver-plated
and handsomely engraved, and had been given to
her so that she might protect herself should necessity require it. On more than one occasion
this little revolver had stood the girl in good
stead. She thought of it now, and could not supp1·ess a feeling of triumph.

CHAPTER VIII.-Ready for the Rescue.
_ Young Wild West ran like a deer to the camp
and found Anna and Eloise running wildly about.
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Wing, the eook, who had been aroused by Arietta's scream, was peering out of the tent · in a
frightened way, for he was not yet fully awake.
Hop and Victor Dawson had sta1·ted for the rear
of the house to find out what had happened to
the girl.
'Oh, Wild!" cried the scout's wife, excitedly,
her face lighting up with joy. "Huny up!
Arietta has been caught by the outlaws."
"Where was s)1e when you last saw her?" the
boy asked, cooly.
"She started to walk around the house. She
was very anxious about you remaining away so
long, and in spite of what we told her, she would
have her way about it. She had no sooner got
around the corner' of the building when she uttered the cry for help."
.
The boy waited to hear no more, but at once
bounded for- the house. As he got there he was
mM by the amateur detective and the clever
Chinee.
"We no findee Missee Alietta, Misler Wild!"
exclaimed Hop, as he saw the yo:ung deadshot.
"Maybe ley takee her to um cellee, so be. Nobody
lun away 'lound here."
"He is right, Wild," added Dawson, who was
trembling with excitement. "We came here almost immediately, but could not even hear the
sounds of footsteps. It must be that they have
taken her into the house."
"All right," was the reply. "Take it easy,
Dawson. There is no need of ~etting excited
over this thing. Coolness is reqmred now. But
I want to tell you right here that this is my
fault. I could have got here in time to prevent
this, but I had no idea that such a thing would
take place. I have been to the cave of the outlaws and I knew that two of them came here.
But their purpose was to merely take a look at
things. One of them is the leader, and the other
js the fellow called Skip Morgan. Now then,
since. there is no likelihood of any of the rest
coming here for a while, you go back to the camp.
Hop will go with me through the passage from
the · cellar."
"I will do exactly as you say, Wild," the young
man answered.
"All right, do so. But say, where are Charlie
and Jim-?"
"They went out to look for you something like
half an hour a.go."
•
"Is that so?"
The young deadshot was surprised. It occurred to him as being rather strange that he had
not met them. But this could easily be, since
no doubt they were searching about to try and
find the cave.
"If they come back," he added, "you can tell
them where I have gone. They will know what
to do."
Dawson nodded, and then started promptly for
the camp to reassure Anna and Eloise. It did
not take Wild long to find that the door at the
rear of the house was open. But it occurred to
him that they would need a lantern, so he told
Hop to go and get one.
"Get a move on you," he added. "\Ve have no
time to lose, since there is no telling what tbe
acoundrels may do with Arietta."
""Allee light, Misler Wild," and away bounded
the faithful Chinaman.
Wild went on into the house, and when he
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struck a match and found the trap door .raised,
he gave a nod of satisfaction.
"That's the way they went," he muttered.
"Well, I reckon I can go this way, too. I now
know two ways to get to the cave of the villains,
while they think they are perfectly safe there."
Hop soon came with the lantern, which he had
taken time to light, and then Wild droppeq into
the cellar without any . hesitation. The Chinaman handed the lantern to him, and then came
down after him, very glad of the opportunity to
accompany him on such a mission.
Finally they came to what Wild thought was
the entrance to the cave where the outlaws were
quartered. But it happened that the passage
branched off at that point, the part turning to
the left being slightly wider, and looking much as
though it was widening out into the form of a
cave. Wild went on until about fifty feet had
been covered, and then he suddenly found himself confronted by a wall that was easily five
feet in height. He held up the lantern and saw
that there· was a good cleariI1g above this, and
taking it for granted that the villains hi,id come
that way, he handed Hop the lantern and then
leaped upward and managed to get his hand
upon the top of the rock. Not knowing just how
far it was to the ground at the other side, he
reached down and took the lantern from the
Chinaman and quickly investigated. It was well
he did this, for he found that the ground sloped
sharply, and that there were sharp rocks there.
"Come on, Hop," he whispered, as he reached
down with his left hand to assist his companion,
"get up here."
The next minute Hop was at the top of the
natural wall of stone, which was not more than
three feet in width. Then the two lowered themselves down to the other side and started to
pick their way down the descent, which was not
more than twenty or thirty feet.
As they
reached the foot of it the way became level once
more, and just then our hero's ears caught the
sound of swiftly running water.
"Hello!" he exclaimed, under his breath. "I
wonder what that means?"
"Me no knowee, Misler Wild," Hop answered,
no doubt feeling that he must make some sort
of reply. "Soundee allee samee likee water, so
be."
"Yes, there is w:ater here, that's sure. Well,
come on. We have got to save Arietta."
- A little further on they suddenly came to a
spot where the stars were shining overhead.
Right before them was a rushing torrent, which
was altogether too wide to leap. There was absolutely no chance of getting across. This the
young deadshot saw at a glance, as he swung
his lantern before him. He took a good look
around and saw that the stream came through
an opening in the earth, and after passing along
t short distance went on through another opening and disappeared, apparently on its way to
the very bowels of the earth.
"Well, Hop, they could not have come this
way unless they had a bridge to get across," the
boy observed, shaking his head. "Probably they
did, for I have known such thinks to happen before. I reckon there is no use in waiting here.
We will have to go back and go around the other
way. It's too bad, for the quicker we get there
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the better it will be. Poor Arietta! I suppose
she is badly frightened."
"Missee Alietta no gittee muchee .s care, Misler
Wild, declared Hop ;-shaking his head. She allee
samee velly blave ,girl, so be."
"Yes, I know that. But to be carried away
underground is enough to strike terror to the
heart of any one. But come on. We must make
the best of it."
The two turned back from the rushing stream,
which, as the reader might suppose, was the one
that had been named the Death Stream by the
leader of the outlaws, and reaching the natural
wall of rock, they climbed over it and hurried
back. They fairly ran , and it was not long before they were in the cellar of the house again,
The trap door was still open, so giving Hgp a
boost upward, Wild quickly followed, through his
assistance, and they r an out to the camp. As
they got there they were just in time to see
Charlie and Jim come into the light of the fire.
"Where have you been, Wild?" the scout asked,
for he did not know yet what had happened.
"I have been looking for Arietta, Charlie," was
the reply. "She was caught by a couple of the
outlaws and taken away through the passage
that leads from the. cellar. Hop and I went on
through the passage, but found ourselves cut
off by a wide stream that runs underg_rou!ld."
"What!" exclaimed the scout and Jim m the
same breath.
Anna undertook to expfain to them, but she
was so excited that Wild had to help her out.
"This is what I call too bad, blamed if it
ain't " the scout declared, shaking his head.
"We;ve been huntin' around a-Jong while _ter try
an' find her, Wild, but we coulcl.'n't find hide nor
hair of her."
.
"Well I have been to the outlaws' cave, so I
reckon i can go there again. Come along with
me, both of you."
Of course both Charlie and Jim were ready
and willing to ,go. They did not wait a moment,
either, and as they were leaving Hop ran after
them and called out:
"Me wantee go, too, Misler Wild."
"Come on, then," was the reply. "You may
be of some help, for there is going to be a lively
time when we get into ~1:_hat cave."
The four hurried on, Wild answering the questions put to him by Charlie and .Jim as they
went.
"We thought we found ther blamed ca"\Te once,"
said Charlie. "We went ther same way you
did when you met them two ,galoots comin' out.
We found somethin' that seemed to be a cave,
but when we got inside it was nothin' more than
a shell. We fooled around there quite .a little
while, an' then thought it better ter come back
an' see if you had showed up yet. We was jest
in time ter meet yer, it seems."
"I am sorry you came away from the camp at
all," the boy replied, shaking his had. "If you
had been here you certainly would have prevented the two scoundrels from getting Arietta
into the cellar. She screamed for help the moment they got her, but I was too far away to
be of any assistance. Hop and Dawson ran to
look for her, but I hardly think they l').urried
very fast. Dawson could, not, anyhow, since he
is in a very weak state."
"We hully velly muchee auickPP. M icJ p,· 'J\.Tilo."
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spoke up the clever Chinee. "But we feel velly
muchee scaree, so be."
"Yes, I know how you felt about it. Well,
never mind. We will only be that much longer
before we get away from them. Come on, boys."
They were all running now, and they did not
slacken their pace until they reached the spot
where they must turn from the trail to go to the
cave. Having been there once, it was easy for
Young Wild West to find the way, even though
it wacs in the dark. He cautioned his companions to be careful as they neared the spot,
and not a sound did they make as they gradually
made their way to the entrance. Once there,
our hero thrust his head in and listened. A.
silence reigned, which told plainly that the outlaws were on the alert and did not mean to let
anyone hear any sounds made within if they
happened to come searching that way. But the
boy knew he was not mistaken about it, so• he
motioned for his companions to follow him, and
then stepped boldly into the passage.
He had not made up his mind just what he
was going to do, for he generally depended upon
circumstances before he acted. Charlie and Jim
were always ready to act in accordance with his
wishes, and he well knew it. Cautiously the four
pushed their way along until they came to the
point whe11e the light came through the cave.
Charlie and Jim nodded their heads, but said
nothing when they saw the li.ght. With Wild
leading them perhaps six feet, they came on,
stepping as he did and pausing if he happened
to. Presently they found -themselves looking into
that portion of the cavern that was occupied by
the outlaws. All was quiet there, but in the dim
light from the lantern, the wick of which ' had
been turned down, they .saw a man sitting on a
log, a rifle across his knees. As their eyes became more accustomed to the dim light they
could discern the forms of other men lying upon
blankets near by.
•
In vain they looked about for Arietta. The
girl was nowhere to be seen. The fact was that
the ,girl had changed her mind about fighting
her way out of the cave immediately after she
drew the revolver from her bodice. While she
knew she might be" able to shoot one or two of f
the scoundrels, she could hardly hope to make
her escape from the rest, so she had decided to
wait until all but those left to guard her were
asleep. It happened that Hep Magee had decided
to stand the first watch himself, and it was he
who was sitting upon the log that was directly
in front of the alcove where the ?;irl was imprisoned. The villain seemed to be more anxious
about keeping his fair prisone1· there than he
did about guarding the ent··ance to the cave,
though he had cautioned the men not to talk
above a whisper immediately after things had
-quieted down upon his arrival with Arietta.
Y oun,g Wild West and hi.s partners looked
sharply at every corner of the cave, and finding
- that Arietta was nowhere to be seen, they concluded that she must be somewhere near the man
who was doing guard duty. But there was a ,
shadow right there, and they could not see the Y
aicove. Everything looked as though there was
nothing at that side but ba re straight rock. Wild
thought it ove1· quickly and decided to rush . in
and take the watching scoundrel by surprise.
H e knew quite well that Ji.is companions could
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easily awe the sleepers when they were aroused.
Creeping back a little 1 he whispered softly what
he wanted them to cto,
and then he prepared
himself to leap out into the cave. But just at
that very moment Arietta suddenly stepped from
he dark shadows, a revolver in her hand.
"Make the least sound and you wnI die!" she
exclaimed in a low tone of voice, as she pointed
the weapon at the lireast of the astonished out. law leader.
CHAPTER IX.-Baffled.

'

Astounded at. the sudden appearance of the
girl, Hep Magee, the outlaw leader, took an involuntary step backward. It happened that his
foot struck Skip Morgan, who was lying on a
blanket close to him. The villainous fiddler uttered a startled cry and instantly arose to a
sitting posture.
"What's ther matter, Hep?" he asked.
Then it was that he saw Arietta standing a
few feet distant with her revolver leveled at the
leader's breast. Then the villain did the first
thing that came into his mind. He grabbed the
folded blanket his head had been resting upon,
and as quick as a flash hurled it at the girl.
It struck Arietta on the breast and sent her staggerin,g backward.
.
"Wow!" yelled Magee, jubilantly, and without
any loss of time he sprang forward and caught
the girl, at the same time wrenching the revolver from her hapd.
"Hold on, there I I reckon this has gone far
enough!"
It was Young Wild West who spoke, and as
he stepped from the mouth of the passage, a
revolver in· either hand, the villains we1·e dismayed. But only for a second. Magee realized
that unless he acted quickly it would be all up
with him. Swingin,g the struggling girl around
so she would cover him, he called out, defiantly:
"Go ahead an' shoot, Young Wild West, if yer
want ter kill your gal."
By this time the rest of the outlaws were
aroused. One of them- began firing, though it
is doubtful if he took any particular aim. Charlie and Jim promptly rushed into the cave and
opened fire. But one of the scoundrels succeeded
in extinguishing the lantern with a shot, and the
cave was in total darkness. Hep Magee kept
backing away toward the passage that led to the
Death Stream, and just before the light was extin,guished Skip Morgan made a break to follow
him, at the same time grabbing a couple of capes.
Young- Wild West had not expected anything
like this. He sure thought when Arietta confronted the outlaw captain that it would be an
easy thing to capture the villains. But the sudden awakening of Skip Morgan had started it all,
and as they were now in total darkness it looked
rather bad for them. But the boy thought quickly. He knew very well that the villains could
not get out of the cave until they went through
the passage that led to the cellar of the old house.
"Hop," said he, "we want a light-quick."
The clever Chinee understood.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," he answered.
The next minute a flaming missile was hurled
to the center of the cave, and the scene was illumined with a glare that must have struck ter-
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ror to the hearts of the villains who remained
there. Crack! Pete, the man who had manufactured the hideous masks fired a shot at
Young Wild West. But the bullet went a little
wide, and simply flattened out against the rocky
wall of the cave. Crack, crack! Charlie and
Jim both fired and the villain went down in a
heap. The scout's anger was aroused now, and
he continued firing until there was not a man
in the place standing.
"Where's Arietta, Wild?" Charlie asked, excitedly, as he looked around and failed to see
anything of her.
"That scoundrel of a Magee has carried her
into one of the passages, I suppose," was the reply. "But :we will soon find her; don't worry
about that."
· Satisfied that there was no further danger,
Hop now stepped from the passa,ge into the cave,
carrying with him a lighted lantern.
"How many you shootee, Misler Wild?" he
asked looking around the cave.
"I didn't shoot any of them, Hop," was the reply. "But I reckon Charlie and Jim did. You
can count them up and find out."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and as coolly as
though he was simply counting up a number of
horses, the clever Chinee went around the cave.
"Allee samee fivee, Misler Wild," he reported.
"One man allee samee settee Jere and holdee up
him hand, so be."
Wild looked in the direction he pointed and
saw one of the outlaws in a pleading attitude.
It was Dick, the cook.
"Don't kill me, Young Wild West," he called
out. "I ain't done nothin'."
"Tie hi:m up, Chi.rlie," said the young deadshot, quickly, not paying any attention to ths
villain's words.
This was quickly done.
"One of the others must have got away in the
dark," said Wild, as he saw that there were onlt·
six in the cave, countin,g the prisoner. "Prob-ably he has gone with the leader, who grabbed
Arietta just as I stepped into the cave. This is
too bad. I hardly thought it was going to turn
out this way. We could have prevented all this.
But when I saw Arietta come out so boldly my
admiration was so great for the way she acted
that I hesitated about coming in."
.
In spite of the sudden turn of affairs against
them, the young deadshot was as cool as ever.
But he never lost his nerve, and he was now
ready to proceed in the search for his sweetheart. That the scoundrel must have either
gagged her or placed his hand over her mouth
to keep her from crying -out was evident, for
they had not heard a sound.
"Charlie," said our hero, turning to the scout,
suddenly, "I reckon you had better get out of
here and run back to the house as fast as you
can. The cellar has got to be watched. Jim and
I will make a thorough search of this place."
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and withoutout waiting a moment, Charlie quickly left the
cave.
"Now then, Hop," said Wild, turning to the
Chinaman, "I reckon you can stay here with the
prisoner. We will take the lantern, but I suppose you have a ca,p.dle or something about you
that you can keep lighted until we come back.•
"Lat li~·ht, Misler Wild."
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The clever Chinee seemed to be pleased at his
appointment, and as soon as Wild and Jim departed from the cave he drew a candle from his
pocket and lighted it. This he placed upon the
rocky floor right before the captive outlaw. The
li,ght from the blazing ball he had thrown into
the cave when Wild called for a light was now
fast dying out, so the candle became a necessity.
"You velly · nicee man, so . be," Hop observed,
smiling in what seemed to be a kindly way at
Dick, the cook.
The villain's face br-ightened up instantly. No
doubt he felt that he might induce the Chinaman to set him free.
,
"I've always been i;t putty good feller, Mr.
Heathen," he answered, meekly. "This ain't
none of my doin's. I couldn't help it if ther
captain took ther gal an' brought her here, could
I?"
"No, you no helpee; lat light. You velly
nicee man, so be. Me likee you velly muchee."
"Heathen, I've got a hundred an' twenty dollars in my pocket. Do yer want it?"
"Me gottee plenty money," was the retort, and
then to prove it Hop quickly drew forth a wellfilled wallet and opened it.
He showed the prisoner a bi,g wad of bills,
smiling blandly all the time.
.
"You kin take my hundred and twenty dollars
an' then yer kin go through ther pockets of my
pals what got shot in ther fight an' find a whole
lot more. Young Wild West won't know ther
difference, an' I'll guarantee that you'll find it
worth your while, 'cause I know some of ther
boys had _quite a lot of money."
"Lat velly goodee. . But me gottee plenty
money, so be. Me gottee allee samee two thoustand dollee."
. In spite Df the fact that Arietta was in
jeopardly, the Chinaman could not help feeling
like playing a joke on the scoun,drel. Of course
he had no idea of letting him go. If Dick had
possessed a cool million and had offered it to
him he would have refused it. It might have
been cruel for him to lead the man on, but that
was his way, and Hop usually did just as he
felt like doing.
"Me havee lillee smoke, and len me thlinkee
ovee lillee bit, so be," he calmly observed, as he
took a cigar from his pocket and lighted it from
the canale's f\ame. He puffed away in silence
for a full minute, and then as though a sudden
thought had struck him, he bi-ought forth another cigar and tendered it to the captive.
"You smokee, too, so be?"
"How kin I take the cigar when my hands
is tied ?" queried Dick. "Jest cut me loose, an'
I'll have a smoke with yer, Mr. Heathen."
"Me no havee cuttee you loose, so be; · you
smokee, anyhow." So saying, Hop reached forward and placed
a cigar in his mouth.
"Bitee lillee bit on um end and len um cigar
allee samee dlaw," he went on, as he held the
candle for the prisoner to get a light.
The villain must have thought it best to do
as the Chinaman said, for he began puffing away
and soon the cigar was going. Suddenly there
was a sharp hiss that was instantly followed by
,a loud report. The cigar had exploded in his
mouth, and with__ a howl of fear, the prisoner
turned a back somersault and went rolling over

the rock floor. Probably the Chinaman's victim
thought he had been shot, and it took several
seconds to convince him that he had not been
hurt much. His eye-brows and beard had been
singed a little by the explosion, but otherwise
he was all right. He was lying flat · upon his
stomach when Hop walked over tQ. him and assisted him to a sitting posture.
"Lat velly funny cigar, so be," he observed,
blandly. "Go bang! allee samee quickee."
"So it was ther blamed cigar what busted,
heathen?" queried Dick, in a trembling voice.
"Llt light. Me no undelstandee; me thlinkee
um velly goodee cigar, so be."
It was just then that hurried footsteps sounded, and Jim I:>art came running into the cave.
"What's the .matter here, Hop?" he asked,
sharply. "Did anyone fire a shot?"
"No, Misler Jim. Me ,givee um plisoner um
nicee cigar, and um cigar allee samee go bang!"
"Well, you shouldn't have done that. We
thought that something was wrong here. Now
then, no more, of your fooling. You just watch
the prisoner, and if he gets away you can bet
that you will lose your pigtail. Wild will be
angry about this. He had an idea that you had
been playing one of your foolish jokes on the
man."
"Allee light, Misler Jim. Me, velly solly. "Me
watchee um plisoner all light."
Dart was not a little disgusted, and turning,
he made his way quickly back to the point where
he had left Wild, which was within about a hundred feet of the secret door that opened into the
cellar.
•
"What was it?" the young deadshot asked, as
he saw him coming.
"Just as you thought," was the reply. "The
foolish Chinaman gave the prisoner a loaded
cigar."
"I believe Hop would play jokes if he thought
he was going to die within an hour," the young
deadshot declared. "I wi sh I had gone back
there. I certainly would have kicked him around
a bit. Bu t ccme on. It must be that the two
villains have taken Arietta to the cellar, hoping
to make their escape in that way. They know
that no one but the detective and the girls are ...
at the camp, and probably they think they could
easily get the best of them."
They pushed on through the passage and soon
came t o the stone door. When Wild saw it he
gave a nod of satisfaction.
"This is the right passage, sure enough, Jim,"
he declared: " Now then, we will soon find out
whether they came this way or not."
The boy seized hold of the edge of the flat
stone and pulled it gently toward him. A li,ght
shone through the open trap door above, and
holding his revolver ready for instant use, he
took a survey of the cellar. There was no one
there.
"Hello, Charlie," he caHed out.
Is that you, Wild?"
"Yes, I am here, and Jim is with me."
"Well, ther galoots didn't come this way. You
kin see that there ain't no - one in ther cellar.
It might be that they got here ahead of me an•
then got out an' made oft'.-"
"I hardly think they had time to do that, Charlie. Was anyone watching the house at all?"
"Yes, Dawson was right_ here, he says. He's
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here now. He had a strong. notion of goin'
down an' makin' his way through ther passage,
he says."
"Wen, they are somewhere in the caves," Wild
declared, after a pause. "That means that we've
got to search until we find them. Arietta must
be saved."
"Perhaps there may be more than two ways
of getting in and out of the cave," suggested
Dawson.
· "That may be, that's true," our hero admitted.
"I think it would be better for us to go back to
the cave and question the prisoner, Charlie."
.• "Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered.
Wild took Charlie by the arm and said:
"Come on; we must go back in a hurry."
"Shall I stay here?" Dawson asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "I reckon the girls will
be all right at the camp."
The three were not long in making their way
through the passage. When they got to the cave
they found Hop sitting thel'e quietly, puffing
away at his cigar, while his prisoner lay upon
the ground near him.
"Having you seen anything of the two scoundrels, Hop1" Wild asked.
"No, Misler Wild," was the quick reply.
"If the truth could be got from the p1·isoner
the case might be helped considerably, so turning
to him, Wild said, sternly:
"Now then, if you value your life, answer the
questions I put to you truthfully."
"I sartinly value my life, Young Wild West,"
was the trembling reply. "What do yer want
ter know?"
"Where .did your leader and that villain called
Skip Morgan go with the girl?"
"I couldn't tell yer ter save me," declared the
villain, shaking his head.
"Well, we know they didn't go through the
passage to the cellar under the old house. T}_iey
didn't go outside, either, so where do you thm~
they might have done?"
"Well," and Dick arose to a sitting posture and
looked the boy squarely in the face, "they might
have gone to ther Death Stream."
"Death Stream?"
.
"Yes, there's a little river runnin' under thei:
grnund here an' ther captain named it ther
Death Stream."
"You show ~ the way to get there."
"I'll try ter do it, but I can't say as I kin
find it. There's so many blamed passages, yer
know."
Wild was convinced that the man was sincere,
so a search was at once instituted. Charlie
walked along with the prisoner, keeping his revolver close to his head to prevent him from
trying to make his escape. The villain was certainly trying to do his best, but after he had
taken them through at least half a dozen passages, only to fail, he declared that he could not
find the Death St1·eam to save his life.
"I never paid no particular attention to ther
way we went when we found it," he said. "I
know blamed well that you'll let me go if I kin
help yer find ther gal, but I don't know how I'm
goin' ter do it."
Back to the main cave they all came, for the
fourth or fifth time, and then after a consultation they again set out in the search. But luck
seemed to be against them. They passed the
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opening that led the way to the underground
stream many times, but in the darkness it looked
like anything but a passage. The night was
wearing away, and tired from their long search
that seemed to be hopeless, Young Wild West
and his companions were glad to welcome the
first signs of daylight that came streaming
through a rift in the rocks that formed the roof
of the cave. They had been completely baffled.

CHAPTER X.-Conclusion .
The blanket that had been hurled at Arietta
by Skip Morgan served a double purpose. It
not only sent her staggering back and caused
her to lower her 1·evolver, but Hep Magee caught
it and threw it over her head as he grasped her.
Half smothered the girl was unable to make a
cry, and when she found that she was being
held as a shield for the villain, she struggled
desperately to get away. But he held her tightly
and backed away, and then came the darkness.
The gh-1 could hear the shots being fired, and
she knew that her young lover and his companion were making· it warm for the rest of the
outlaws. Panting from his exertions, the outlaw leader at length came to a halt. He knew
he had got at least a hundred feet from the cave,
but he had no idea where he was going. He had
simply been groping his way in the darkness,
stumbling against the rocky sides of a passage.
As he came to a halt he heard a footfall close
,at hand. Fearing that it might be Young Wild
West, he called out, in a hoarse whisper:
"Come another step nearer an' you'll die! I
see yer!"
"It's me, Hep," came the faint reply.
"Oh, so it's you, Skip, is it?"
"Yes, I heard your footsteps an' I've been followin' mighty quick. I reckon ther rest of ther
boys has all gone under. There was some awful
shootin' there, an' I could hear one of Young
Wild West's pards yellin' with satisfaction. Do
yer know where you're goin'?"
"No. How kin I tell in ther dark? All's I
want ter git is ter some hidin' place. I may die
at ther hand of Young Wild West afore this is
over, but afore I do I'm goin' ter have my revenge. This gal is mine! Skip, she's my wife,
'an' you kin bet on it."
•
The .words of the villainous leader struck fear
to the heart of the man whose red hair was mixed
with white. But he was going to stick to him,
just the same, so he moved up close to him and
helped him to wind the blanket about the captive
girl so she might be carried the easier. After a
short rest the two villains went along, takingturns at carrying the helpless girl. Skip lighted
a match occasionally, and at length he suddenly
found himself within a short distance of what
had been named the Death Stream. He could
hear the roaring of the water, and he quickly
told his companion of his discovery.
"Good!" exclaimed Magee, fiercely. "Come on.
They'll never find their way down there. Maybe
we kin hide here for a few hours, an' then git
away, after all. But there's one thing about it.
This gal has got ter be mine, or she's got ter
die. I'm ,goin' ter give her ther alternative. By
jingo! I jest thought of that. You wait an'
/
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see what will happen, Skip. I'll show yer how
In order to explain Young Wild West's ·apther gal will be glad enough ter be my wife. pearanc_e at that moment, all that is necessary
.
Come on."
to say 1s that as soon as it became daylight he
The two stumbled on down the descent, and and Charlie started through the passage with
when he knew he was very close to the rushing the intention of going once more to the cellar.
stream, Skip again lighted a match.
But this time our hero took particular n0tice of
"If you're goin' ter hide here you had better the way -they went, .and when he came to the
hurry up an' pick out ther spot, Hep," he said. place that branched off to the left, on the way to
"I've only got one more match. Maybe you have the cellar, it struck him that was the way to go
got some."
down to the underground stream. By a kind
"I ain't got a one with me, but I reckon we'll Providence the boy came in sight of the rushing
water and saw what was happening on the bank.
have ter make out."
Magee saw a little niche close at hand, and The boy did not hesitate to leap into the water
after his sweetheart, and so well did he take the
he at once carried the helpless girl into it.
"Now then," said he, "I reckon we'll wait a jump that as he struggled to the sur-face his
while. If they do come down here they'll have hand caught the dress of Arietta as she was
a light, most likely, an' then we'll have to shoot being whirled along. Dashing the water from
'em, that's all. Ther Death Stream will then his eyes, Wild saw a yawning· black hole ahead
take away ther bodies of Young Wild West an' of them. But the stream narrowed just before
his pards, an' if ther gal don't consent to be my it, and clutching his sweetheart's dress tightly,
,-he struck out with his right hand and managed
wife we'll chuck her in an' let her drown."
This was honifying to Arietta. She realized to grasp a jutting point of rock. The moment
that she was in the power of a maddened brute. he had a firm hold upon this the young deadshot
She did not fear Skip Morgan greatly, for she knew he was saved. His powerful arm pulled
could tell by the way he talked that he was not the girl from the strong current, and as he lifted
exactly in sympathy with his leader, as far as her a little from the water he called out, sharply:
"Catch hold of this, Et. Your life depends on
she was concerned. Satisfied that he had her
under his control, the villain sat down at the it."
The brave girl had not fainted, and though
mouth of the niche in the rocks. After a few
minutes of waiting, Skip Morgan came and sat she probably did not understand fully what he
down near him. For a long time the two listened said, she instinctively clutched out with her
for the sounds that would indicate the approach hands and succeeded in grasping the rock. Still
of Young Wild West and his friends. But none holding fast to her - dress; Wild drew liimself
came, and if such sounds had been made it is out, and with a sigh of relief found himself
doubtful if they could have heard them, for the safely upon a flat rock. It was but the work of
roaring of the water would surely have drowned a moment for him to draw her upon it. Then
everything else. As the minutes flitted by the it was he turned his gaze in the direction of the
fears of Skip were gradually allayed, and at spot where the two villains had been. They
were both lying upon the ground, and coming to-"
length he became drowsy.
Skip awoke with a start. When he saw that ward him along a ledge was Cheyenne Charlie,
it was getting light and that his companion was a revolver in his hand.
holding the struggling girl, he realized where he • "Whoopee, whoopee!" the scout yelled, waving
his hat. "I thought you an' Arietta was gone
was.
for sqre, Wild."
"What's ther matter now, Hep?" he asked,
Pale a~d trembling, Arietta was escorted by
"Put on your mask," was the reply. "I reckon
I want ter impress this gal all I kin. Come on her dashmg youn,g lover from the bank of the
Death Stream. It was not long before they were
with me."
Skip obeyed in a mechanical way. He followed back into the outlaws' cave. To say that Jim
the leader as he walked along the edge of the Dart and Hop Wah were overjoyed would be
I>eath Stream toward the spot where the light putting it rather mildly. But why linger with
came from. It was a narrow ledge that they a description of what followed. Breakfast wa.il
l1ad to traverse, but Magee did not seem to re- eaten, and then the pack-horses were loaded; and
alize that there was any danger of falling into all hands mounted and rode into the mining camp
of Straight Flush. The story was told there, and
1.he water, for he kept right on.
"Now then, gal," said the villain, fiercely, as Dick, the outlaw, was turned over to the vigihe swung Arietta a1·ound close to the brink of lance committee. A search of the cave was made,
the stream, "what are yer goin' ter do? Are and nearly all the money that had been stolen
yer goin' ter consent ter be my wife, or do yer from the exp1·ess company's office in Ogden was
want to be chucked into what I've named ther recovered, so Victor Dawson was a very happy
young man. Of course he went back to Ogden
Death Stream'?"
"I will take my chance with death rather than and was promoted to a better position in the
company. Our friends learned this some time
remain in your power!" cried the brave girl.
Then as quick as a flash she turned from afterward, when a letter was , received from
the man with the hideous mask and leaped into Dawson.
As there is really nothing more to add, we
the rushing water. Before she had yet touched
the water Arietta heard a cry close at hand, and will simply say that this concludes the story of
as she was sinking below the angry tide she "Young Wild West and the Death Stream, or
caught a ,glimpse of her young lover, who was Arietta's Awful Alternative."
in the act of leaping in after her.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
"I will save you, Et," came the words, and
then there ,vas a roaring in her ears as she WEST AND 'SPOTTED SAM'; or, TRAILING
J'{as sucked down deep into the whh-ling stream. A HALF-BREED."
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CURRENT NEWS
FISHING FOR COINS
While most New Yorkers are well acquainted
M:ith the spectacle of J?ersons fishing through the
sidewalk subway gratmgs for lost coins, only a
few have come in contact ,vith the devotees of the
new profession of coin retrieving, who make a
preca1·ious ,living underground watching for such
coins as may drop through the gratings.
The best location is found under the ~ratings
near a ·news or candy stand, where there 1s a continual flood of coins from purchaser to proprietor.
Not a few of them are dropped and find their way
to the platforms below.
GIVE $400,000 BONUS
Employees of the Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Company's mills in Yonkers, numbering about
6,000, are to receive a semi-annual bonus which
will involve the distribution of around $400 000.
rt will be the twenty-fourth semi-annual'bonus
given by the company and will bring the total the
company has distributed under the bonus reward
system to approximately $4,400,0000 in twelve
years. Under the bonus plan, inaugurated by
Alexander Smith Cochran, principal owner of the
works, employees receive from five to fifteen per
cent. of their wages earned for the previous six
month s, the percentage depending altogether -upon
the number of years an employee has worked for
the firm.

ROBBERS RUN PIPE LINE
Digging a tunnel 150 feet long and three feet
wide from the ce11ar of a hou se to the warehouse
of the Stewart Distilling Company's plant in
Highlandtown, a suburb of Baltimore, a band of
liquor robbers, with the aid of a rubber hose as a.
"pipe line" a,nd a suction pump, siphoned more
than 100 barrels of whisky. The robbery was
discovered when the police, acting on a tip from
an unknown source, forced an entrance into a
house on South street. The liquor .was valued at
upward of $245,000.
The digging of the tunnel, according to the police, must have occupied at least a month and was
supervised by a person of engineering skill as
the w_alls a~d ce_iling of the passage were p~oper ly lmed with timber to prevent a cave-in. The
robbers cut a hole through a thick stone foundation to gain entrance to the warehouse. The hole
was not more than ten inches wide and only a
small man could have gained admittance to tap
the barrels.
Entrance to the plant was made at a far corner
where a number of barrels were piled. For the
last two weeks near-by residents have seen two
automobile trucks call at the house nightly and
depart soon afterward. One of the men active
in the operations around the house walked with
a limp as though he had a wooden leg.

.

A Fine ·Premium. Offer
END us the names and addresses of five of your
friends whom you thi~k will read our publications:
"Moving Picture Stories," "Wild West Weekly," "Secret
Service," "Pluck and Luck," '"Liberty Boys," "Work
and ·W in," "Fame and Fortune," and "Happy Days."
We will send you for your trouble, without charge,
one of the snappiest, cleverest detective-story magazines you ever read.

S
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HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, Inc.
New York City
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GOING IT ALONE

talk with ye. I have a job that we kin clean up
and make some dough. Oh, say, what is the use?
You might as welJ take it. You will never get
another such a chance."
-Or,"I cannot consider such a thing," answered
Tom. "I have other plans. Good-day, sir."
A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
"Oh, say," importuned the tramp, "what is the
use? I tell you that I have a good thing. You
are just the chap I want. You are neat and clean
By DICK ELLISON
and e can work together and make good. We
can pull a lot of good stuff together. What do
you say?"
(A SERIAL STORY)
With that, he pulled a dirty piece of paper from
his pocket and began to show Tom what purported
CHAPTER IV.
to be the plan of a certain building in the city
where there were chances to break a safe. The
At The Police Station.
crook declared that they could make the break
"I say, kid," said the fellow, "what did the bull safely and that there would be a lot of money
say to you? Gee! I wish I had my flippers at his for them.
windpipe. I'd shut him off mighty quick. It
Filled with horror and disgust, Tom abruptly
-tiin't a fair thing, this world ain't. A good man turned away. The creature laid a hand on his
gets no show."
arm. Tom shook the hold off, and the next moSomehow, in spite of the aversion he felt for the ' ment he was dealt a blow under the ear that
ci:eature at his side, Tom could not help but feel" stretched him out on the walk.
a sort of fellowship in trouble. He was down and
He was dimly conscious of talon fingers going
out and against the world the same. After all, through his pockets and he knew that he was bewhy should he assume to a higher station him- ing robbed. But he could not help a smile in spite
self? Was he not also homeless and a tramp?
of his stupor and the fact that he knew that the
"I suppose you are in hard luck, too," said Tom, crook had hit upon the wrong subject. Of course
for want of something else to say.
there was nothing of value for him to get.
"Hard luck?" repeated the man in a dismal way.
Then as Tom's btain cleared he saw two figures
"Well, I never knew anything else. I hope ye rolling over in a tussle, and as he gained his feet
don't think, kid, that rum brought me to this. No, it was in time to see the crook in the grip of the
sir! I never drink. It was treachery and poli- cop who had woke him up a few moments before.
A crack on the cranium subdued the crook and
tics that did it. They got after me and downed
me. I lost me home and me wife and all me then the officer had handcuffs on him. He held
money on account of the political gang turning on him securely, and seeing that Torri was on his
me. I was once the big man over in ward eight. feet, he exclaimed:
But I am the "no good kid" now in every part of
"Here, kid, you don't look like a bad sort. I
this city. I wish I was dead. I guess they'd have want you to come along with me and press this
charge. This chap needs a term in jail."
to bury me."
Tom felt a momentary thrill of compassion for
"I-I don't want to make any charge," began
the fellow. But he saw at that moment the neck Tom, but the officer glared at him, saying:
of a black bottle protruding from an inner pocket,
"Oh,._l see! You are a pal, eh? Well, I guess
and also he smelled the man's breath. It was you will have to go, anyway."
enough.
"I am not a pal," said Tom, indignantly. "I
He had lied when he said that it was not rum never saw him before in my life."
that had brought him to his unfortunate condi"That is a lie, copper," shrieked the crook, "he
went back on me. He will get his from the gang,
t ion.
He was a toper, as could be seen from the toddy
"I will go with you," said Tom resolutely, now.
blossoms on his face. He was a vile creature. But "You need not handcuff me, sir. I am all right."
Tom, more from curiosity than aught else, asked
But the officer put a hand on his arm, and they
him questions as to how he chanced to get down hastened away through the streets. It was humiliating to Tom, for crowds of people followed and
in the world.
"I tell ye they won't give a good man a chance," all sorts of remarks were made.
wailed the creature. "I was on the level and that
But as they neared the station-house a rather
was what queered me. "I used every one right and ministerial-appearing man stepped up, and asked:
they got me. Because I wouldn't steRI and graft
"What is the matter, officer? That young man
they got me. See? I guess they will get theirs looks as if he had seen better days. It is a sad
case."
some day."
Then he went on with a long story in which he
"All right, Mister Hankins," said the officer.
constantly contradicted himself. Tom was dis- "You can see the lieutenant about him."
Then Tom realized that he was a Law and Orgusted and resolved to get out of the company of
der man of some sort. He felt a sinking at the
l the fellow. So he staggered to his feet .
"Hold on, kid," said the tramp .in a whisper. heart as he realized that he might possibly be consigned to some institution for criminal youths.
I "Whar are ye going?"
"I cannot say," said Tom. "I wish you good- But he turned a face t o the official, and said:
' day."
"I am not a crook. This man attacked me and
But the tramp sprang up and stepped before tried to rob me in the park. I never saw him before in my life."
/him.
(To be continued.) ,}
"No. ye don't," he leered. " I want to have a
1
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
TYPEWRITER WEIGHS OUNCE
A typewriter weighing one once and fitting in a
vest pocket was brought by Dr. H. E. Wetherell,
of Philadelphia, to the meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Cambridge, Mass. He devised it for his own use.
Held between the fingers and upon the paper,
the machine writes by means of a wheel equipped
with rubber letters which special devices bring
in contact with the paper. Dr. Wetherell said
that operation of the typewriter was slow in the
hands of a beginner, but that an expert writer
could attain a speed of seventeen words a minute.
It is almost noiseless.
FINDS TWO BIG PEARLS
Albert Franks, proprietor of an oyster house at
No. 2544 East Cleveland street, Philadelphia, Pa.,
may have fallen into a fortune. He found a pure
black pearl the size of a pigeon's egg and an hour
later found a pure white pearl of almost the same
size in another oyster.
This is the first time Franks has ever found a
pearl, although for many years he has been in the
oyster business. His father, Francis Franks, was
in the oyster and restaurant business at East Allegheny avenue and Emerald street for fifty years,
and in all his experience found only one pearl,
which did not compare in sire or beauty with the
two found by his son recently.
The elder Franks has studied pearls, and ays
the two found by his son are among the finest
he has seen. The Franks will take them to a
jeweller to have them appraised.
END 300-YEAR GOLD HUNT
A search which began more than 300 years ago
for the "Lost Mine of New Mexico," which is said
to contain $5,000,000 worth of gold bullion and
,.. for which countless thousands have spent fruitless years in a vain effort to locate may yet culminate in two Wichita men claiming the treasure.
Dr. Claude C. Baker and Fred Maryot, a
French Canadian, believe they have discovered
the hidden riches sincerely enough that within
a few days they will start.for Zuni, N. M., to join
others there and unearth what they believe to be
a mine of gold.
Maryot for years was a member of the United
States Geographical Survey and spent two years
exploring New Mexico with that organization.
After the survey was completed Maryot, who had
no especial reason for returning, remained in the
country to continue the fascinating game of
studying and exploring out-of-the-way places.
VESSELS GONE OVER NIAGARA
There have been three instances of sending vesaels over Niagara Falls. The first was in 1827.
Some men got an old ship-the Michigan-whic h
had been used on Lake Erie, and which had been
pronounced unseaworthy . . For mere wantonness,
they put aboard a bear, a fox, a buffalo, a doa-

ari"d some geese,. and then sent it over the cataract. The bear ~umped from the vessel before it
reached the rapids, swam toward the shore and
was rescued by some humane persons. The geese
w~nt over the Falls and came to the shore below
ahve, and were sold at high prices to visitors at
the Falls. The dog1 fox and buffalo were not
heard of or set:n agam. Another condemned vessel-the D?tr~1t--~hat had belonged to Commodore Per~ s v1ctor1?us fleet, was started over the
cataract_ m th~ wmter of 1841, but grounded
about midway m the rapids, and lay there until
k~ocked to p_1eces by the ice. A somewhat more
p1ctures<11:1e mstahce_ was the sending over the
Canada side of a ship on fire. This occurred in
1837-? and the VE:ssel was the Caroline, taken from
th~ insurgents m the Canadian rebellion. Captam McNabb, an officer of the Canada militia
ordered tha~ the ves~el be set on fire and then cut
loos1; from 1t~ n:ioormgs. All in ·flames, it went
glar~n~ and h1ssmg down the rapids and over the
pr~~1p1ce, and smothered its ruddy blaze in the
bo1lmg chasm below. Of course, there was no
one on board the vessel.
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The Bear Hunters

,

By PAUL BRADDON
Crack!

Crack! the report of two rifles ran out

in the wild woods along the upper Missouri.

The moon was still in the sky above Bear's Paw
Mountain in the north. But the night luminary
would soon sink behind the range, aRd then the
night promised to become quite gloomy.
Jack Benton and pan Cook, the hunters and
trappers attached to Fort Benton, had been out
just four days, hunting and trapping along the
river, and they had been fairly successful. The
two veterans of the northwest were on their way
back to a little camp they had made in the dense
thicket. near the river, where they hoped the redskins would not discover them, when the two
shots sounded simultaneously nearby.
"lnjunsl"
In the same breath almost Jack and Dan uttered the exclamation. They knew the Sioux were
on the warpath, and discovery by the savages
they were well aware meant almost certain death.
As by a common impulse the two trappers
dropped down in a thj.cket they were traversing.
They presently heard a chorus of wild yells at
no great. distance. The intonations of those Indians' voices were full of triumph.
.
The two trappers looked at each other and
grasped their rifles determinedly.
"Let's scout up toward the reds. You know
our boat, all fitted up with the big pine torches
for night deer-stalking on the river, lays in the
sedges not far up the stream near our hidden
camp, and maybe we kin make the boat all right
if we should have to run a race for our lives with
the reds," said Jack.
·
"Come along, then."
Dan Cook crept in the direction whence the
yells of the Indians had sounded, trailing his long
rifle behind him, and his companion came after
him.
Ere long they came to an opening in the woods,
and then, peering through the bushes, they beheld a thrilling sight.
A score of painted Sioux warriors were dancing about a white man, who lay bound hand and
foot on the ground.
And Jack instantly recognized him.
"Father ·Felix, the old French trader, and the
father of Mura, my promised bride!" uttered the
trapper.
At that instant the old trader began to speak
in French, which language the trappers both understood. But they saw the Sioux did not comprehend a word of their prisoner's hasty utterance.
"Heavens I To die thus is horrible, for I can
tell no one where I secreted Mura, when the Indians began to chase us. She can never move
away the great rock which I made fall from above
into the opening she crept into. I hoped thus to
hide her safely, and I was sure I could escape
alone. Alas I my poor horse was shot under me,
and now I can never go back to release Mura, or
.send any one to do so."
Every word of this was heard by Jack Benton
and his comrade.

"You hear that, Dan? Mura is shut up in a
Jiving grave, from which she cannot escape without help. Her father alone knows the secret.
We must learn it. I will learn it and save Mura
or lose my scalp."
Jack whispered this determination in the ear
of Dan Cook.
The latter grasped his hand.
"I'm with you to the death on that, Jack," said
the brave fellow.
"Thanks, pard. I felt-I knew I could rely on
you. But how foolhardy it was for Father Felix
to attempt to make the journey from Hawleywhere he and his daughter have been on a visitto Fort Benton ·alone."
"It must be the news .of the Sioux outbreak
had not reached the lower settlement when they
left it."
"Yes, that must be it."
"We have got to draw the Indians, or at least
the most of them, away from the prisoner. You
go around the camp. Then open fire from a cover.
They will go for you, I take it. Then I'll rush in
and make a try to get off with Father Felix."
"Good! .I like the plan. I'll meet you on the
river near our boat, on this side. In the craftif we live to reach it-we can cross the stream to
our camp."
"Yes."
Dan crept away the next moment, and making
a wide detour, he approached the Sioux encampment from the opposite side, as Jack had directed.
Dan Cook looked to his repeating rifle, and assured himself it was in order for immediate use.
Then, in a state· of intense suspense, he waited
to hear the report of Dan Cook's unerrmg rifle.
And he had not long to wait.
Suddenly the sharp, whip-like crack of the
trapper's trusty rifle pealed forth above the yells
of the exultant savages, who were still dancing
about their captive.
With a terrible death-yell one of the painted
.demons bounded high into the air aD<i then fell
heavily to the earth.
The ensuing moment all but two of the Sioux
were dashing pell-mell in the direction of Dan
Cook's cover.
Jack waited a moment longer.
Then he threw himself flat on the ground and
began to move his way through the grass in the
direction of the white captive and his guards.
Soon the b;rave trapper was close beside the
two redskins, and they had not as yet detected
him.
Suddenly Jack leaped upon the nearest Indian
and drove his hunting knife in his breast.
The savage fell dead.
The other leaped at Father Felix, swinging his
hatchet to crush the old trader's skull.
But, with the bound of a panther, Jack sprang
upon the redskin. His clubbed rifle descended
upon his feathered head, and he fell all in a heap.
As Jack hastily cut the cordi; with which Father
Felix was bound, the yells of the Indians whom
Dan had led away from the camp rang out.
Jack knew, from the proximity of the sounds,
that at least a part of the force which had gone
in r,ursuit of Dan was now returning.
'Quick, Father Felix!" cried Jack, as he ~
sisted the old man to his feet. "We have got te
run for our lives now I"

•
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He picked up the loaded rifle, :which one of the
dead Indians had dropped, and handed it to the
old trader.
·
Then they ran rapidly into the woods.
.
There was no time to talk, and helping the old
· man along as best he could in silence, Jack made
straight for the river.
He reached the bank with the rescued man.
But the 'Yells of the Indians Sounded close in
the rear, and in a moment Dan Cook came in
sight, under the moonlight, on the bank, with the
band of Sioux in full cry behind him.
• Dan made ,a spurt, and overtook Jack and
Father Felix.
The :redskins were momentarily distanced. But
they presently came c1ose. The Sioux gained upon
the fugitives despite their best efforts.
At last, however, the trappers, with the rescued man, reached their boat.
"Quick! Leap in, Father Felix, while we push
the boat offl" .cried Jack.
The old man obeyed. In a moment the boat was
afloat with all three in "it. Jack and · Dan seized
the oars and pulled away.
In a moment, to their horror, they saw the Indians but a little way down the stream, pulling.
hidden canoes out from underneath the drooping
willows at the water's edge.
With yells of tiiumph, they sent the little
canoe through the water after the whites.
The trappers pulled at the oars like giants.
Father Felix sat in the stern and watched the
Indians.
At that moment a shot from the foremost one
of the canoes flew over the heads of the nien in
the boat.
And, almost at the same Juncture, the great
pine torches, lashed upright in _the bow, whose
resinous wood had held a smoldmg fire all day,
burst into flame under the fanning of the stiff
breeze, which blew across the river.
There came a crush against the boat as the
light fl.ashed upon .the water. A great black object was precipitated half way over the side. The
boat made a frightful lurch and threatened to
capsize.
·
,. With a wild scream, Father Felix pitched headfong into the r iver and disappeared under the
dark waters.
"A bear! a bear!" cried Jack, as the dark object slipped off the side of the boat.
Both the trappers saw the largest black bear
they had e'ler seen swimming after the boat as
they pushed on, while Father Felix was not seen
. to rise, and the Indians were so close the trappers
did not dare to pause for an instant.
"Lost I Father Felix is lost and -w ith him the
secret of Mura's hiding-place!" cried poor Jack,
in heart-broken tones.
But presently the great blac_l}: bear was close
astern. Suddenly he made a leap and threw himself half way into the boat, carry the stern under
water.
Jack sprang to his feet, and, swinging his rifle
--above his head, brou&'ht the s.tock down upon the
nose of the fierce anunal with tremendous force.
With a howl, bruin let go his hold on the boat
and dropped astern. The trappers shot the boat
forward more swiftly than ever then, and they
gained the bank a little ahead of the Indians and
dashed into the timber,
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"If we make for out hidden camp now the Indians will trail us there," said Dan.
"Yes. Let's make a detour, and go d(fwn stream.
We may yet throw the Indians off, for in a rfew
moments the moon will be out of sight behind
Bear Mountain," replied Jack.
Swiftly and silently the two trappers descended the river bank.
·
Much exhausted, they resolved to go into camp
where they were. Undisturbed, they passed the
night in a thicket.
When morning dawned they were astir, and
they set out for their hidden camp, up stream.
All at once a startled cry emanated from the
lips of Jack, as a strange-looking figure emerged
from behind a tree. The next moment he recognized the odd-looking personage.
"Father Felix and alive!" shouted Jack, wild
with joy.
The old Frenchman was covered from head to
foot with mud, and his clothing was in tatte:i;s.
No wonder the trappers did not know him at first.
"Oh, friends! '.l'his meeting is one of joy. I
swam under water. I made the shore. Through
the briers and brambles I crept, and I lay hidden
in the mud until the Indians were far away. And
now to save my little Mura," hastily said Father
Felix.
"Can you lead us to the hiding-place?" asked
Jack.
,
·
"I can, of that I am sure ; for I marked well in
my mind the landmarks about the little cave in
the rocks."
"Come on, then."
Father Felix led the way up stream. The bear
hunters found the boat, where it had drifted
against a bar, near the shore.
.
The secured it, all entered, al1d they crossed the
stream. Then Father Felix,. still acting as guide,
led ·them to a range of rocky hills.
At a certain point he paused before a great
rock, which had evidently recently fallen from
above the place where it now lay.
"This is the place! Mura! Mura!" called the
old trader.
A sweet, girlish voice sounde<;l from beyond the
rock, saying:
"Father, I am here!"
"Mura! We have come to release and save
you I" shouted Jack, joyfully.
Then the three men put their shoulders against
the great rock and pushed with a will. . Neither
one of them alone could .have moved it, but their
unite4._efferts availed .
The stone was removed from the entrance of
the cave, and Mura sprang out to· be -caught in the
arms of her father.
But a moment later she was in the fond embrace of the promised husband.
The bear hunters and Father Felix and his
daughter made their way in safety to the fort.
That summer there was a wedding there, and
Jack and Mura became man and wife.
Of course brave Dan Cook was best man.
Employer-My boy, I've had my · nae to the
grindstone for over forty years! Office BoyMy word, sir, it mu st have been a daisy at the
start.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
CONVICTS NEED NO GU ARDS
After acting as pallbearers for the late Warden Mordecai S. Plummer, in Marlboro, Md., six
prisoners returned to the New Castle CountyWorkhouse unguarded. The men were George
Lucas, Charles Barcus, Jasper Stubbs, Alfred
Roach, Samuel Emery and John Price.
The men made the trip to and from Wilmington, Del., without guard. On arrival here -they entered an automobile and were driven back to the
institution without incident. This is the first instance on: record, as far as known, where prisoners of any similar institution have been allowed
such liberty. They are serving terms of from one
year to life imprisonment.
UPHOLDS WHISKY MAKING
"I'll make whisky and go to the penitentiary before I'll accept one cent of charity," W. P. Record, on trial , for alleged violation of the Volstead act, told Judge William H. Atwell when the
latter showed him a telegram from his father in
Indiana in which the father said he would give
$1,000 a year to his son if he would "promise to
stop trying to make a living by the manufacture
of liquor."
"It's the only way ·1 have of making a living,
and, besides, I think it is a respectable business,"
Record reiterated.
When offered his choice between a $1,000 fine
and a six months' jail sent~nce, Record chose the
latter. He appeared in court clad in a bathrode
and swathed in bandages. He was injured recently when a still which he is alleged to have
been operating exploded.

It was found embedded, along with its skeleton, in a red shale formation by the Third Asiatic
Exposition of the American Museum of Natural
History. At the museum it was said an important stride had been made toward a solution
by a paleontological examination of this skull. - "'
A description of the skull was sent in des
spatches from Mongolia. It is fossilized, about
eight inches· long, and, while having no horns, its
long, bony crest is of substantially the same construction as the skull of a large dinosaur. Its
jaws and teeth also are similar.
Its age is estimated at not less than 5,000,000•
years. Several scientists, including the panteologists. Osborn and Matthew, have insisted the
American fauna in the latter part of the cretaceous or closing epoch of the age of reptiles contained many immigrants from Asia. So they
thought Asia and North America must have been
joined at one time.
It was said that further discoveries in the Asiatic fossil beds may clinc1: the theory.

••
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LAUGHS

"I give you m.y word, the next person· who interrupts the proceedings," said the judge sternly
"will be expelled from the court-room and ordered1
home. ''Hooray!" cried the prisoner. Then the
judge pondered.
An American took an Englishman to a theatre.
An a,ctor in the farce, about to die, exclaimed:
"Please, dear wife, don't bury me in Yonkers!"
The Englishman turned to his friend and said:
"I say, old chap, what are yonkers?"

"How like its father it is!" said the nurse, on
the occasion of the christening of a baby whose
father was more than seventy years of age, and
who had married a young wife. "Very like," said
a satirical lady; "bald, and not a tooth in its
head."
Sylvester-Say, Blake, if Santa Claus gave me
three apples and you two pears, and told us fo put'"
them all together and then divide the lot equally
amongst you and me and little sister Lucille, how
many would we all get? Blake-That's easy. You
and sis would get left.
"What kind of a clock do you call that, landlord?" asked a visitor, comparing his with the
mantel timekeeper in a country hotel. "That? Oh,
that's one o' them eight-day fellers," replied the
landlol'd; "every eight days you have to take it
around to get fixed, yer know."

In the private ward of a hospital there was recently a testy old millionaire whose case gave his
physician considerable difficulty at first. "Well,"
AMERICA AND ASIA WERE JOINED
asked the crusty patient one morning, "how do
The long argued question ,whether Asia and you find me this morning." ''You're getting 011.North America were once connected may be , fine," responded the doctor, rubbing his hands with
solved, circumstantially at least, by the discov- an air of satisfaction. "Your legs are still swolery in Q,Jntral Mongol'ia of the skull of a dwarf len; but that doesn't trouble me." "Of course it
dinosaur, less than one-te~th the si~e of primitive doesn't!" howled the old man. "And let me tell
monsters which millions of years ago inhabited you this: If your legs were swollen it wouldn't
swamps in Western North _America.
trouble me, either!"

,-,
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
LOST ISLAND IS FOUND
News of the discovery of an English ' survey
ship of a lost island in the far South Pacific,
whose . several hundred natives are ruled by a
white woman, was brought to San Francisco, Feb.
7, by Miss Ella Brown, buyer for an Australian
firm, who-arrived on the liner Somana.
A Mrs, Zahel, widow of an Australian, went to
the island, which is called Bardoo, years ago in
the hope that missionary work would asuage grief
over the loss of her husband, and now she is recognized as the high priestess and supreme ruler
· of the island.
The only other white inhabitant of the island,
according to Miss Brown, who is en Toute to New
York, Londo,n and Paris, are H. Banfield, an
English author, his wife and an Irish servant.

I believe that the story of the two seamen who
stole the jewels and hid them in the coffin of a
sailor who died at sea is largely true, although I
do not actually expect to find the jewels in Jones's
coffin.
"I am awaiting an order to open the grave from
the Brooklyn Army Base within the next few
days. When we do open it there will be no publicity of any sort and no one will be permitted to
·
.
watch us."

ROMANCE OF AN APPLE
Probably the only monument ever erected to a
tree stands in a field in Madison County, Iowa,
where it tells all who may read the romance of
the "Delicious" apple, which was born in Iowa
and is now known . and grown in every quarter
the globe where the apple flourishes.
This unique monument was dedicated last SumTO PRINT NEWSPAPER ON CEDAR
mer to the parent Delicious apple tree, which is
SHINGLES
The second edition of the famous shingle news- still standing and bearing after a life of fifty
paper published in Castle Rock, Wash., a few years. Its offspring, in trees distributed and
years ago is scheduled to appear soon. A special planted, number more than 7,500,000. Fully a
edition of 50,000 copies of the Cowlitz County third of these baby trees, it- is estimated, have
Advocate printed on red-cedar shingles was issued survived and grown to producing age. The same
as a protest 'rl.gainst the ~vailing and advancing authorities estimate that the annual crop of apprices of print paper. 11t)w the shingle news- ples from these trees brings in the markets fully
paper will be sent broadcast to call attention to $12,000,000.
The story of the Delicious apple tree is a pornothe legislation against the use of this material for
roofing. Thirty States have passed laws affecting logical romance. In the early '50s a new settler
the continued use of shingles as 1·oofing and other in Iowa, Jessie Hiatt, planted an orchard. In the
laws are proposed to limit their use in other ways, Spring of 1872 he found that a . Bellflower seedling in the orchard had died, but from the root
chiefly because of their destructibility by firn.
This town is in the centre of the extensive had sprung a tiny shoot, which showed an unshingle industry of the Northwest and the ad- usual ruggedness, and began to climb upward
verse laws will ultimately cause industrial de- with surprising rapidity. A few years later the
pression widespread over a large ,a rea. The old tree reached the producing point, and by early
table press is being overhauled to withstand an- Autumn was covered with big red apples of an
aroma and. flavor such as the owner had never
other run of cedar shingles through its rollers.
found in another orchard. It was a new apple
altogether . .
• GRAVE WILL BE OPENED IN SEARCH FOR
For fifteen years after bearing its first crop the
JEWELS
new tree bore annually and increasingly before its
The grave of James Jones, formerly a Un:ted discoverer found a way of making it known ber·t::tt8s navy seaman, which for weeks has been yond his neighborhood. During these fifteen years
[. ::i,·decl by soldiers in the National Cemetery in he tried to interest various nurseries in his tree,
·~- r,:ess Hills, Brooklyn, N. Y., will be opened but without success. Finally he sent samples of
,-. .L in the next few days, William Williams, spe- the apples to a fruit show in Missouri. Tl).e manci::.l agent of the Treasury Department said, al- ager of the show, who was a p1·actical nurserythough army and treasll'ry officials are not san- man, was attracte.d by the appearance and aroma
guine that they will find the $4,000,0000 royal of the apples. He bit into one, and immediately
exclaimed, "Delicious!" Thus was born the name
Russian jewels which it is alleged to contain.
All sorts of "tips" have come to him, Mr. Wil- of the new fruit.
He looked to see who had sent in the exhibit,
liams said, regarding the jewels reported to be
buried there. Recently an anonymous letter a1·- but the tag . had become Jost in the shuffle, and
rived from a woman in the Bronx which told a there . was no way of identifying the exhibitor.
banowing tale of three murders, a long chase, There was nothing to do but wait, in the hope
mysterious agents of criminals, and ended with that the unknown exhibitor would send apples the
he positive assertion that a New York society next year. And he 'did . This time the manager
woman is now wearing the actual jewels. The unpacked the exhibit himself, and discovered from
letter failed to disclose any details, but the over- whom the "Delicious" apple~ had come. The resight, the writer said, was caused by he1· desire sult was a contract with the owner o'f the tree
giving the nurseryman the right to propagate and
to get $25,000 for the information.
"She will not get the·$25,000," commented Mr. market scions from the tree. A scion, horticulWilliam s, "but we are already trying to locate her turally, is a slip or cutting from a twig or shoot
and will check up the story she tells. Personally of a tree for grafting or planting.
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GOOD READING
TURKISH TROOPS FACE 39,0000
BRITISH
Turkey has 130,000 troops in the Near East,
while the British armed forces there total only
about 39,000, including 12,3.00 Indian and native
troops, according to United States Government
information.
Soviet Russia has about 120,0000 men in the
Caucasus, which could be quickly moved to the
support of the Turks in event of war between
Turkey and Russia on one side and Great Britain
on the other.
The British fleet in the Near East comprises
ten battleships, ten light cruisers and four large
destroyer flotillas, besides auxiliaries.
The
Americans have in those w~ters the flagship
Vicksburg and twenty-two destroyers.
180,000

teachers in the proper care and handling of projecting machines and other film apparatus.
In certain cases .films will be purchased and will
become the property of the schools. Other films
will be rented and sent on tour from one school
to the next. All Government institutions and industries will be specially filmed for the purpose
of instruction.
Instruction by motion pictures in the regular
curriculum of the public schools under competent
teachers is taken here to mean a safeguarding of
the children's education and a correction of the
misinformation and erroneous impressions now so
often obtained from the commercial films of the
public theati·es.

HOTELS USE PEWTER SPOONS
A custom recently put into practice by one of
New York's largest hotels is a singular reflection
upon the honesty of the so-called human race.
Diners are served throughout the chief courses
with the finest of silverwa1·e, but with their demitasse they are given a cheap pewter spoon that
bears not even the name of the hostelry.
This indignity is not in:fijcted upon the - casual
diner or upon the guest who makes his residence
there, but let there be any public function or banquet held at that hotel and the guests who have
been sitting through the dinner in anticipation of
the little silver souvenir demi-tasse spoon to take
home to the wife and kiddies as evidence that they
really did attend a business banquet are doomed
to disappointment.
It has been found by experienced hotel men, is
the explanation, that wheras all the rest of the
tableware is safe in almost any kind of a gathering, a demi-tasse spoon is never safe, from souvenir hunters. The man who would shudder at
the thought that he might sometime, entirely by
accident, avoid paying his subway fare, often regards the hotel's demi-tasse spoons· as his legitimate property.
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"MOVIES" FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSE
That motion picture films will be extensively
used as a medium of education in the public
schools of Sweden is now assured. The Superior
Board of Education has been won over to the idea
and in conjunction with the National Bureau of
Motion Pictures it h as issued instruetions to make
the plan operative.
From now on Swedish children will learn their
geography lessions from the screen by which they
will also be informed concerning the customs, industries, etc., of the principal countries of the
world. Films will be u sed in teaching natural
acience and in giving instruction in the technique
of various trades. Physics can well be taught
through slow motion pictures and as stenographic
projection becomes more perfect solid geometry
can be taught in a way not otherwise possible.
The Board of Education plans a systematic inauguration of the new scheme. Thus one of the
lirst steps is to give regular instruction to young
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"I'm Going to Make More Money !"
"I'M tired working for a sm~ll sal~ry.- I
know I-have just as good a head on me as
Fred Moore and Bob Roberts, for we used to
work side by -side. But they've gone, far
'
ahead of me.
of
-value
the
saw
"Why? . -Because th~y
special training, .and I didn't.
"But I _know better now. If the International Correspondence · Schools can raise
the salaries of men like Fred Moore and Bob
Roberts, they can raise mine, too!
"If they have helped others to advance, they
can help me. To-day-right now-I'm going
to send in this coupon and at least find out
what the. I.. C. S. can do for me. "
HY don't you study some one thfng and
get ready for a real job at a real salary?
Can you afford to let the hours after supper
slip by unimproved when you can{easily make
1
them mean so much ?
men now
of
- Thousands upon thousands
know the joy of happy, prosperous homes because they let the International Correspondence Schools prepare them in their spare
time for bigger work. You wi'll find them in
city, town and country-in office, factory, shop,
store, mine and mill, on farms and on railroads. There are clerks who became Advertising Managers, Salesmen and Executives;
carpenters who became Architects and Contractors; mechanics who became Engineers and

Electrical Experts; men and boys who rose
from nothing to splendid responsible positions.
Mure than two million men and women in
the last 30 years have advanced themselves in
position and salary through I. C. S. help.
Over 150,00Q are studying right now. You "
can join them and get in line for promotion.
The first step to success in the I. C. S. way
is to choose your career from tHis list and mar:Jc
and mail this coupon here and nm¥ .
- - - - - - - T E A R OUTRERE- ---- - INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
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There is such an urgent demand for practical,

trainedDrasftsmen that I.am making this special offer in order

to enable deserving, ambitious and bright men to get into this line of
work. I will teach you to become a Draftsman and Designer, until you
are drawing a salary of $250.00 a month. You need not pay me
for my personal instruction or for the complete set of instruments.

$250a
Month.

Chief Draftsman

Starting salary

according to my
agreement and
guarantee.Draftsm en's work is
pleasant and
profitable. Positions are open paying

Will Train You Personally
on practical Draftingroom work Until you are
competent and Until you
are in a- permanent position at a salary paying at

$3,600.00 a year in the best surroµndings.
They are open everywhere. Thousands of
men are needed who have just the kind of
training I will give you. You can get this
training during spare time in your own home.

least $250 per month. This is an
exceptional opportunity for . a
few sele<;_ted. ambitious men, between tlie ages of 16 and 50
whom.I will train personally.

Mail the Coupon

SendtheCoupon

for my valuable book -"Succeaful
nrut-a.bip." It explains how YOU can be·
come a -Successful Draftsman in a short time.
Thel>ook is free at present. so write AT ONCE.

nraletterandletmetell
you how you can be-

come a Draftsman in your
spare time and earn a good ·
1alary. Don't delay - send
the coupon at once.

REE-this$25!!

F
e

Draftsman's Working Outfit
~ . I These are regular working

~ . instruments, the kind I use my•
self. I give them free to you if you
enroll at once. Send the Free Coupon today• .

Earn While Learning . !ra~IWliDIIDIIIIIBlllllillllll
Free Course Offer Coupon - - - - .
You can ·be earning a handsome in-

come while learning at home. This is a special
offer I am making. Absolutely no obligations of
any kirid in sending coupon. But you must write
at once, ~s I limit tbe number of my students.

Mail the FREE Caupo11

at once
-book-••Succe
- ..fu/
-Draftaman•hip,
-- --my
'• alsolistfor
of open

oositiona and for tbe free offer to be eunina good money at
once whlle learnin11 nt home. Thia offer la limited and in order
to benefit thereby - act at once.

Chief Draftsman Dobe

1951 LawrenceAve., Dlv.10-93~ Chlcago,m.

5Chief Draftsman Bobe

=ft';.;~~r P.;:~~;':!l y~~~\i~~?,f
:

1951 Liwnn<t An.
Dl,.10.93
Chica:•
Without any o):,li~ation to met,!ease
m a il your book, ' Successful r afts-

a

•
:

~ff~~

to a few students. It is understood
I am obligated in no way whatever. ~ - - - - '

••

: Nam•-------·---·--------

=

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

WILD WEST WEEKLY

OU~ TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
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ISSUES - Young Wild West Showing Up a Sheriff; or, The
Right Man On a Wrong Trail.
" Reckless Ride; or, Arietta's Hairbreadth Escape.
" and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
" Raiding the Redskins; or, Arietta and the
Apache Trar,.
" Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
" Dagger Duel; or Arletta and the Mexican
Bandits.
" Quickest Shot; or, The Desperadoes ot Diamond Dive.
" and the Death Mine; or, Arietta Blntring the
Claim .Jumpers.
" Saving the •·seventh"; or, The Fight at Red
Ravine.
" Gr.easer Shake-Up; or, Arletta Standing the
'
T~
" Tra111ng a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chiefs
Last Chance,
" Saving Hts Scalp; or, Arletta . and the Death
,
Trail.
" Teaching a 'l.'enderfoot; or, The Dude s Duel
Wltll the Desperado.
" Rushing- the Rustlers; or, Arletta's Long
Runge Shot.
" Grilllng the Gold Grabbers; or, The "Shoot•
Up" at Shooker.
•• Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good Guess.
" Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of the Sliver
Seven.
" Saving the Stagecoach: or, How Arletta Trapped
the Road Agents.
" and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
In Arizona.
" Defending the Camp; or, Arletta and the
· Masked Raiders.
" and the ·cherokec Chief; or, The Redskins' L!!st
Fight.
" Shower of Gold; or, Arletta'e Lucky Sllp.
" as a Scout· or, Saving the Emlgraut 'l'ratn.
" Running the Ranch; or, Arletta's Game . Fight.
" and "Chapparal Chick"; or, 'l'he Bandits ot
the Foothllls.
" and the Mad Mexican; or, Arletta's Warning
•
.
Shot.
" and the Cowboy Millionaire; or, Hemm,.ed In
by Enemies.
" tn the "Land of Dead Things"; or, Arletta and
the Vultures.
" Lightning Leap; : or, a Desperate Duel on
Horseback.
" In tbe Golden Valley; or, Arietta•s Indian Sign.
" Marked Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'l.1 bieves.
" and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dyna-
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" • A~~:t Beaten; or, The Secret of the Blasted

- - LA.TEST
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1060 "
1061
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1062 "
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Pine.
Bufl'alo Hunt; or, Arletta•s Awful Ride.
at Bolivar Butte; or, The Camp That Was Run
bv "Bad" Men.
and the Trapped Troopers; or, .Arletta and the
Apache Ambush.
and the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Rancb Forty.
and the Indian Agent; or, Arletta's Daring
Expooe.
and the · Rich Ranchero; or, The Shot "That
Made a Friend.

For oale by all newsdealer., or will be sent to any
addreH on receipt 'of price, 7o per cop:,-, In mone:,- o,
postaire &tempo, b:,HARRY E. WOLFF, Publl•her, lno.,
New York Olt:,166 West 23d Street,

HOW TO

WRITE THEM
Price 85 Centa Per Cop:,-

This be,ok contains all the most recent changes in the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
I! you cannot procure a copy, send us the .prlce
85 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we wll11
mall you one, postage free. Address
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y,

No . 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM
BOOK.-Coutaining tlle great oracle of human destiny·
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams'.
together with charms, ceremonies and curious games ot
"' 'cards.
No. 2 HOW '.l'O DO TRICKS.-Tbe great book ot
on
instructions
magic and card tricks, containing full
all leadin_g cn_rd tricks of the day, also the most popn)ur magical 1llns1ons as performed by our leading mag1c1aus; every i>oy should obtain a copy of this book.
No. a. Ho,v TO l,'LUtT. -The arts and wiles ot
flirtation are fully expluined by this little book. Besides the various metllocls of handkerchief, fan, glove
parasol, window aud bat flirtation, it contains a fuli
list of the lani;uage and sentiment of flowers.
No. 5. HOW_ TO lllAKE LO-VE.-A complete guide
to love, courtship and marriage, giving sensible ad vice
rules and etiquette to be observed, with many curious
and Interesting things not generally known.
No. 7. HOW '.l'O KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely Illustrated and containing full instructions for the management and training of the canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 9.

HOW TO BECOl\lE A VENTRILOQUIST -

By Harry Kennedy. 'l'he secret given away. Every "inteiligent boy reading this book of instructions, by a
practical professor, cau master the art, and c1·eate any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the greatest book ever published, and there's milllons (of fun)
ln It.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made
easy Containing over thirty illustrations of guards
blows aud the differen~ positions of a good boxer:
Every boy .should obtarn one of these useful and Instructive books, as it . will teach you bow to box without au instructor.
No. 11. HOW '.l'O WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A· most
complete little hook, containing full directions for writing love-letters, and when to use them, giving spe<limen
letters for young and old.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; Or, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
- I t is a gre,at life secret, and one tbat every young
man desires to know about. There's happiness In it
No. 14. HOW TO l\lA.KE CANDY.-A: complete band:

book for making all kinds of candy, lee-cream, syrups,
essences, etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOl\iE BEAUTIFUL. '- One of
the brightest and most valuable llttle books ever given
to the world. Everybody wishes to ~now how to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is
simple and almost costless.
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING
No. ZO.
PARTY-A most complete compendium of games, spo~ts
card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable for par~
!or or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more
for the money than an.y book published.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOlllE AN INVENTOR.-Everv.
boy should know bow Inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, etc.
No. 83. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contatnlng the rules
and etiquette or good society and the easiest and most
appi,:oved methods of appearing to gooa. advantage at
parfl.es, balls, the theatre, church, and in the drawingroom.
• No. 85. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. - A complete and
useful little book, containing the rUl(lS and regulations
of billiards, bagatelle, back-gammon, croquet, dominoes,
etc.
No. 86 HOW TO SOLVE OONUNDRUMS.-Contaln~
Ing all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE -'\ND SET TRA.Ps.-Including hints on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrels and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously,
illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK. - Containing a great variety or the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels Is complete· without this wond~rful little booJr.,.....For sale by all newsdealers or will be sent to an,r
address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, lo mone:,or postage stomps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher~ Inc.
166 West 23d Street

i:rew York

